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[1918, 115, Spec]

An Act relative to the construction, alteration, and Chap. 179
MAINTENANCE OF BUILDINGS IN THE CITY OF BOSTON.

Be it enacted, etc., as follows:

Section 1. Chapter five hundred and fifty of the acts of amended.
^

^'

nineteen hundred and seven is hereby amended by striking

out section eight and substituting the following: — Section city of Boston,

8. — Permits. — Before a permit is granted to erect any ere™bliidings,

building except temporary buildings or buildings of minor ^''''•

importance, there shall be submitted to the commissioner

such further drawings, strain sheets, and description as will

clearly show the entire construction, assumptions, calcula-

tions of stresses and all other structural details. Such de-

tails shall be in the form required by the commissioner, and
calculation sheets shall be signed by the architect, engineer,

contractor or other person responsible for them.

Systems not covered by this Act. — If an applicant for a Systems not

permit to build desires to use as a substitute for the materials ^t^^^
^

or methods covered by this act materials or methods of con-

struction or maintenance not covered by it, he shall present

to the commissioner plans, formulas, and such other informa-

tion, and shall make such tests or present satisfactory

evidence of such tests, as the commissioner may require.

Such systems shall not be used until after the commissioner

has issued general regulations fixing the methods to be

followed, but no such regulation shall have the effect of

altering the working stresses for any material herein men-
tioned or of reducing the fireproofing requirements of this

act.

It shall be the duty of the board of appeal to submit to Board of appeal

the mayor on or before the first day of February in each to mayor.

year a report giving a summary of all decisions of the board,

together with such recommendations for revision of the law
as the board may deem advisable. The commissioner shall

cause the report to be printed as a separate document for

public distribution.

Any requirement necessary for the strength or stability Certain de-

of any proposed structure or for the safety of the occupants commlsswner

thereof, not specifically covered by this act, shall be de- app^L*°
termined by the commissioner, subject to appeal.

Testing. — The commissioner may order loading tests to Testing to

be made, at the expense of the owner, on any structure or stfess™,"etc"'*
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part thereof, at such time and in such manner as will satis-

factorily demonstrate to him that the unit stresses in any
materials do not exceed those permitted under this act.

Concrete construction shall be capable of bearing a live and
dead load equivalent to twice that for which it was designed

without causing permanent deformation.

No such test on the structure shall be required, however,

until notice thereof in writing has been given by the com-
missioner to the person to whom the building permit was
issued.

Load Test. — When the strength of any floor construction

cannot be determined by the methods prescribed in this

section or by the application of accepted engineering formulas,

the safe uniformly distributed carrying capacity shall be
taken as one sixth of the total load causing failure in a full-

sized construction with the load applied at two points, each

at one third of the span from the ends of the span.

Fire Tests. — In testing the fireproof qualities of any
floor construction, at least one panel of the proposed maxi-
mum span, carrying a live load of at least one hundred
and fifty pounds per square foot, shall be subjected to a

fire continuously for four hours at an average temperature

of seventeen hundred degrees Fahrenheit, followed by an ap-

plication for at least ten minutes of a hose stream from a

one and one eighth inch nozzle at sixty pounds nozzle pressure,

without appreciable deterioration or the passage of flame

through the floor during the test.

Section 2. Said chapter five hundred and fifty as

amended in section nine by section one of chapter seven

hundred and eighty-two of the acts of nineteen hundred and
fourteen and by section one of chapter three hundred and
fifty-two of the Special Acts of nineteen hundred and fifteen

is hereby further amended by striking out said section nine

Building limits, and Substituting the following: — Section 9. — The building

limits of the city of Boston as they now exist shall continue

until changed by ordinance, and the city council may by
ordinance from time to time extend and define them, and
may. establish other limits in any part of the city within

which every building built after the establishment thereof

shall be of the first or second class. This restriction shall

not apply to wharves, nor to buildings not exceeding twenty-

seven feet in height on wharves, nor to market sheds or

market buildings not exceeding the said height, nor to

elevators for the storage of coal or grain, if the external
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parts of such buildings, elevators or other structures are

covered with slate, tile, metal, or other equally fireproof

material, and the mode of construction and the location

thereof are approved by the commissioner. Temporary

structures to facilitate the prosecution of any authorized

work may be erected under such conditions as the commis-

sioner may prescribe. Single and two-family dwellings not Construction

to be occupied and not intended, arranged, or designed to two-famiiy

be occupied, by more than two families, may be built of "^^ '°^^'

third-class construction or of composite construction in all

parts of the city of Boston not included in the building

limits of the city as they existed prior to the twenty-second

day of September in the year nineteen hundred and thirteen;

but no such building shall occupy more than sixty per cent

of the area of the lot upon which it is situated, and all such

buildings shall be constructed with pitched roofs not less

than thirty degrees with the horizontal.

Buildings of the third class in the city of Boston may be Third class

reconstructed, altered, enlarged, repaired and extended so "'
"'^^'

as to cover a greater area of land: provided, that the recon- Provisos.

struction, alteration, enlargement, or extension conforms to

the requirements of the law in respect to new buildings of

like character; and, provided, ako, that not more than

sixty per cent of the lot is covered.

Section 3. Said chapter five hundred and fifty is hereby i907, 550, § 11,

further amended by striking out section eleven and substitut- '^
^

ing the following: — Section 11. — Definitions. — In this Definitions.

act the following terms shall have the meanings respectively

assigned to them as follows :
—

First Class Building. — A first class building shall consist F'':^^.'^^"^''

of fireproof material throughout, with floors constructed of

iron, steel or reinforced concrete beams, filled in between

with terra cotta or other masonry arches or with concrete

or reinforced concrete slabs; wood may be used only for

under and upper floors, windows and door frames, sashes,

doors, interior finish, hand rails for stairs, necessary sleepers

bedded in the cement, and for isolated furrings bedded in

mortar. There shall be no air space between the top of any
floor arches and the floor boarding.

Second Class Building. — All buildings not of the first
|®^fj\^

"'^^

class, the external and party walls of which are of brick,

stone, iron, steel, concrete, reinforced concrete, concrete

blocks, or other equally substantial and fireproof material.

Third Class Building. — A wooden frame building. Third class
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Composite
building.

Masonry.

Foundation.

Underpinning.

Height of a
building.

Party wall.

Partition wall.

Thickness of

waU.

Story of a
building.

Basement.

Cellar.

Gasfitting.

Composite Bmlding. — A building partly of second class

and partly of third class construction. Composite buildings

may be built under the same restrictions as, and need comply
only with the requirements for, third class buildings as to

fire protection and exterior finish.

Masonry. — Masonry shall include such parts of a struc-

ture as are constructed with stone, bricks of burnt clay,

cement, or sand lime, hollow blocks of burnt clay or con-

crete, and stone or cinder concrete, both plain and rein-

forced work.

Foundation. — That part of a wall below the level of the

street curb, or, if a wall is not on a street, that part of the

wall below the level of the highest ground next to the wall,

or, in the discretion of the commissioner, that part of a

party or partition wall below the cellar floor.

Underpinning. — In third class buildings the wall reach-

ing from the foundation proper to the under side of the

sills.

Height of a Building. — The vertical distance of the

highest point of the roof above the mean grade of the curbs

of all the streets upon which it abuts, and if it does not abut

on a street, above the mean grade of the ground adjoining

the building.

Party Wall. — A wall that separates two or more buildings,

and is used or adapted for the use of more than one building.

Partition Wall. — An interior wall of masonry in a building.

Thickness of Wall. — The minimum thickness of such wall.

Story of a Building. — That part of a building between the

top of any floor beams and the top of the floor or roof beams
next above.

Basement. — That story of a building not more than

forty per cent of which is below the grade of the street.

Cellar. — That part of a building more than forty per

cent of which is below the grade of the street, and in third

class buildings that part of the building which is below the

sills.

Gasfitting. — The work of putting together any fittings,

pipes or fixtures or other appliances which are to contain

gas for heat, light or power purposes and will be subject to

inspection under existing laws.
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QUALITY AND STRENGTH OF MATERIALS. METHODS OF COM-

PUTATION,

Section 4. Said chapter five hundred and fifty is hereby i^^.^sso^- 5 1*'

further amended by striking out section fourteen and sub-

stituting the ioWowing: — Section 1 4. — Quality of Ma- Qu£t^o(

terials. — All materials shall be of such quality for the

purposes for which they are to be used as to insure, in the

judgment of the commissioner, ample safety and security

to life, limb and neighboring property. The commissioner

shall have power to reject all materials which in his judg-

ment are unsuitable, and may require tests to be made by

the architect, engineer, builder, owner or other interested

persons. Any test thus required shall be made under the

supervision or direction of the commissioner, and at the

expense of the owner.

Brick. — Brick may be of hard-burned clay, sand lime or gva»tyof

cement and, except for nogging, fire-stopping and non-bearing

or curtain walls not exposed to the weather, shall be hard

and strong, of quality approved as satisfactory by the com-

missioner. Second-hand bricks shall be thoroughly cleaned briX^'^*"*^

before being used.

Hard brick tested for approval shall develop an average Testing of

ultimate compressive strength of three thousand pounds per

square inch. Brick shall be tested flatwise (half bricks per-

mitted) and the average shall be taken on at least five

samples, none of w^hich must fall below twenty-five hundred

pounds per square inch. The compressive strength of wet

brick after forty-eight hours in water must be at least two

thirds that of dry brick, except that, when the lower strength

is above three thousand pounds per square inch, the loss in

strength may be ignored.

Before brick or other masonry materials are submitted to bricks to be

absorption tests, they shall be dried to practically constant absorption

weight at a temperature between two hundred and twenty- ** ^' '^
*'•

five and two hundred and fifty degrees Fahrenheit and shall

not be fully immersed when placed in water.

Terra Cotta Floor Tile. — Terra cotta floor tile, when Terra cotta

tested on end and faced with Portland cement, shall give

an average compressive strength of not less than twenty-five

hundred pounds per square inch of net area. The average

strength shall be computed from the results of tests of ten

average tiles.
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^ujj^ing Building Blocks. — The term "block" as used in this

section shall mean any shape of brick or tile which forms a
hollow or cellular wall.

h^n^w^^'d
Concrete, hollow and two-piece building blocks shall be

two-piece made of Portland cement and suitable aggregates in such
" proportion as to develop the following ultimate compressive

strength at twenty-eight days, shall average one thousand
pounds per square inch of gross sectional area of the block

as used in the wall and shall not fall below seven hundred
pounds per square inch in any test, when testing at least

six ordinary samples. In case of hollow building blocks,

the gross cross sectional area shall be considered as the

product of the length by the width of the block. No allowance

shall be made for air spaces of the block. The allowable

working stress for such blocks shall not exceed one hundred
pounds per gross square inch.

Terra cotte Terra cotta building blocks shall be whole, sound, and
" hard burned and shall develop an ultimate crushing strength

per square inch of gross area of not less than twelve hundred
pounds when tested with the cells placed vertically, and
three hundred pounds with the cells placed horizontally.

S^'bi^^kl*'^^
'^^^ allowable working stress for such blocks shall not

exceed one hundred pounds and fifty pounds per gross

square inch respectively.

Absorption of The absorptiou of building blocks to be used for bearing

etc.
' or enclosing walls shall not exceed twelve per cent in forty-

eight hours as an average, or more than fifteen per cent in

any case.

Concrete CoTicrete Aggregates. — The fine aggregates shall be sand

or crushed screenings passing a one fourth inch screen. The
coarse aggregate shall consist of gravel, crushed stone, slag

or cinders retained on a one fourth inch screen. Cinders or

slag may be used for aggregate only for walls of one story

buildings, for floor slabs, roof slabs, partitions, fireproofing,

fire-stopping and filling.

Sand- SaTid. — Sand or other fine aggregate for concrete shall

be of such quality that mortar of one part Portland cement

and three parts sand by weight shall show a tensile strength

of not less than seventy per cent of the strength of mortar

made on the same proportions with the same cement and

standard Ottawa sand. If the tensile strength of such

mortar is less than eighty per cent of that made with Ottawa

sand, additional cement shall be used in such amount as

may be required by the commissioner. The commissioner
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may require such tests when, in his judgment, they are

necessary.

Stone. — Stone for concrete shall be clean, hard and ^*«°«-

diu-able. For reinforced concrete it shall be of suitable size

for the work and shall be small enough to allow the concrete

to pass readily between and easily surround the reinforce-

ment, and fill all parts of the forms.

Gravel. — Run-of-bank gravel shall be used only when Gravel,

and as approved by the commissioner.

Cinders and Slag. — Cinders shall be composed of hard, ^{^^^^^
^^^

clean, vitreous clinkers, reasonably free from sulphides, un-

burned or partly burned coal and ashes. Slag shall be clean

and hard. Cinders and slag shall be of suitable size for the

work.

Portland Cement, — Portland cement shall conform to the Portland

Standard Specifications of the American Society for Testing
*'®™®°*-

Materials as from time to time revised.

Lime. — Lime shall be free from ashes, clinker and other Lime,

foreign material and shall not be air slaked.

Lime Mortar. — Lime mortar shall be made of slaked ^^°^^ mortar.

lime or hydrated lime with proper proportion of sand.

Cement-Lime Mortar. — Cement-lime mortar shall be Cement-iime

thoroughly mixed and made of one part Portland cement,
™°

not more than two parts slaked lime or hydrated lime and
not more than eight parts of sand by volume, but mixtures

with larger proportion of cement shall be allowed higher

stress as hereinafter provided.

Portland Cement Mortar. — Portland cement mortar shall
^'JJ^g*"'^

be thoroughly mixed and made of one part Portland cement mortar,

and not more than three parts of sand by volume. Lime
putty, or hydrated lime, may be added to an amount equal

to fifteen per cent of the volume of the cement.

Concrete. — Concrete shall mean an approved mixture of
c°°"*'*^-

Portland cement, water and fine and coarse aggregate.

Mixing. — The ingredients shall be thoroughly mixed ^"'^'^e-

and the mixing shall continue until the cement is thoroughly

distributed and the mass is uniform in color. For reinforced

concrete the consistency shall be such that the concrete will

entirely enclose the reinforcement, but shall not be so wet as

to cause separation of the ingredients.

Rubble Concrete. — Rubble concrete shall mean an ap- Rubble

proved mixture of Portland cement, water, fine and coarse
™°''"*®-

aggregate to which stones are added after depositing. When
one-man stones are used to form rubble concrete, there
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Size of stones
in piers, etc.

Joints.

Use of concrete.

Inspection of
concrete.

Steel.

Wrought iron.

Cast iron.

Cast iron

columns.

shall be not less than three inches between the stones and
the forms, and between edges of adjacent stones. When
stones larger than one-man size are used to form rubble
concrete there shall be not less than six inches between the
stones and forms, and between edges of adjacent stones.

Stones shall be clean and wet and shall be deposited in

concrete already in place, before the latter has begun to set.

In piers no stone shall be largef than one quarter of the
horizontal cross section of the pier. Rubble concrete shall

not be used for any projecting footing.

Joints. — Joints formed between portions of concrete
placed at different times shall be made in such a manner as

not to weaken the completed structure. Whenever fresh

concrete joins concrete which is set, or partly set, the surface

of the old concrete shall be rough, clean and thoroughly wet.

Use of Concrete. — Concrete shall be used immediately
after mixing, it shall not be placed in the work after it has
begun to harden, and it shall be deposited in such manner
and under such regulations as to secure a compact mass of

the best quality for the proportions used. Forms shall

remain until the concrete has hardened sufficiently to carry

its load safely, and shall be removed without damage to the

concrete.

Inspection of Concrete. — The commissioner may require

an applicant for a permit for the structural use of concrete

to have a competent inspector, satisfactory to the commis-
sioner, at all times on the work while concrete is being mixed

or deposited, and such inspector shall make daily reports to

the commissioner on the progress of the work.

Steel. — Steel for all structural work in buildings, except

reinforced concrete work, shall conform to the requirements

of the Standard Specifications for Structural Steel for Build-

ings of the American Society for Testing Materials, as from

time to time revised.

Wrought Iron. — Wrought iron for structural work in

buildings shall conform to the requirements of the Standard

Specifications for Wrought Iron Plates, Class B of the said

society as from time to time revised.

Cast Iron. — Cast iron for all structural work in buildings

shall conform to the requirements of the Standard Specifica-

tions for Medium Gray Iron Castings of the said society as

from time to time revised.

Cast Iron Columns. — Cast iron columns shall not be used

in the structural frames of buildings whose height exceeds
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two times the least width of base, nor in any building over

one hundred feet high. Cast iron columns shall be faced at

ends to a true surface perpendicular to the axis to give full

bearing for the cross section of the column.

All hollow cast iron columns, except when open at both ironcoiumns.

ends and without flanges, shall have two three eighths of

an inch holes drilled on the top or bottom side of the column

as cast, if the columns are cast on side, one hole about twelve

inches each side of the centre of the length of the column,

to exhibit thickness of the shell. Columns cast on end shall

have two three eighths of an inch holes drilled, at an angle

of ninety degrees to each other at the middle of the column,

to exhibit thickness of shell. Additional holes shall be

drilled when required by the commissioner.

Cast Iron Bases and Linteh. — Cast iron bases or shoes Cast iron bases11 ^^^ lintels.

shall be planed on top. Bases which rest on structural steel

members shall be planed top and bottom. The thickness of

metal shall be not less than one inch. The inclination of the

outer edge of the ribs with the horizontal shall be not less

than forty-five degrees. Whenever a side of the bed plate

exceeds three feet in length a reinforcing flange at least three

inches high shall be provided along such edge of the plate.

Cast iron lintels shall be not less than three fourths of an

inch in thickness and shall not be used for spans exceeding

SLX feet.

Timber. — All timber for structural purposes shall con- Timber.

form to such specifications as may be promulgated by the

commissioner but shall be free from defects such as injurious

ring or round shakes, and through shakes that extend to the

surface, from unsound and loose knots, and knots in groups

that will materially impair the strength, rot, worm holes

and defects caused by manufacture.

Classes of Timber. — "Dense" and "sound" classes of
[^J^j,^^°^

timber shall be as defined by the American Society for

Testing Materials in their Standard Definitions of Terms
relating to Structural Timbers, section three, as revised in

nineteen hundred and fifteen.

Strength of Materials.

Piers. — Any body of masonry less than four feet long strength of

in its greatest horizontal dimension shall be called a pier.

The height of a pier between openings having a continuous Piers,

wall above or below them shall be assumed equal to the
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Stresses for

brickwork.

height of the opening. The height of a pier or wall support-

ing floors or roofs shall be assumed as the distance from top

of footing or floor to under side of floor or roof beams.

Stresses. — The stresses in materials used in the construc-

tion of all buildings, produced by their own weight and the

loads hereinafter specified, shall not exceed the limits assigned

in this section.

Stresses for Brickwork.
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compression is applied to a portion of a surface of concrete

of which the area is at least twice that to which the load is

applied, a stress of fifty per cent in excess of those allowed by
the above table may be used in bearing.

Stresses for Grout and Stone Masonry.

Cement to be Portland. (Parts measured by Volume.)

Grout, 1 part cement, 1 part sand, when not less than two feet in
least lateral dimension, not more than one half inch joints.

Granite masonry, with mortar of 1 part cement, 2 parts sand, not
more than one half inch joints.

Granite masonry, cement mortar, not more than one half inch joints,

Limestone and marble masonry, cement mortar, not more than one
half inch joints.

Sandstone masonry, cement mortar, not more than one half inch
joints.

Stresses for

grout and stoneTons per
Square Foot, masonry

72

72

60

40

30

Provided, however, that in stone masonry columns or in Proviso,

piers of excessive height, the loads may be modified by the

commissioner.

Stresses for Structural Steel and Iron.

Kind op Stress.

Bearing, direct (including bearing of atiffeners),

Bearing, pins and shop rivets, .....
Bearing, field rivets, .......
Bearing, bolts

Bending (where top flange is stayed laterally at distance
not greater than 20 times the width of flange).

Bending, pins and rivets,

Shearing (including gross section of plate girder webs), .

Shearing, pins and rivets,

Shearing, bolts,

Direct tension, .

— Stresses for

„, „ structural
WoRKiNQ Stresses per g^gg, ^nd iron.

Square Inch.

Steel.

20,000

24,000

20,000

16,000

16,000

24,000

10,000

10,000

8,000

16,000

Cast Iron.

16,000

10,000

»

4,000

«

2,000

• Compression. ' Tension.

The compression flange of a riveted plate girder shall not Plate girders,

be of a smaller gross cross section than the tension flange.

When the top flange of the steel plate girder beam or channel
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is not stayed laterally at distances of twenty times its breadth

the above stress on extreme fiber shall be reduced as fol-

lows :

—

m
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dimension or side. The stresses due to eccentric or transverse

loading, combined with those due to central loading, shall

not exceed nine thousand pounds per square inch.

Cast iron columns shall not be used where the loading is Cast iron

I
columns not to

SO eccentric as to cause tension, nor in garages, nor in places be used in

1 .1 I'lij^ ••
J. n 1*1 certain cases.

where they are likely to receive impact rrom vehicles.

Whenever the core of a column has shifted more than one strength of

quarter of the thickness of the shell, the strength shall be computed,

computed assuming the thickness of metal all around to be

equal to the thinnest part.

For centrally loaded cast iron compression members the

safe load in pounds per square inch shall be as follows :

—
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Length Divided by
Least Dimension.
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REINFORCED CONCRETE.

Section 5. Said chapter five hundred and fifty is hereby i907, 550. § 15,

further amended by striking out section fifteen and substi-

tuting the following: — Section 15. Definition. — Reinforced ^n'crete^'^

concrete shall mean an approved mixture of Portland cement, definition.

water and fine and coarse aggregate, reinforced by steel.

Portland Cement and Aggregate. — The Portland cement Portland

T r- 1 X p •
i» 1 i 1 cement and

and fine and coarse aggregate for remiorced concrete work aggregate.

shall conform to the quality of materials as defined in section

fourteen of this act.

Reinforcements. — Steel for reinforcement shall conform Reinforce-

to the Standard Specifications for Steel Reinforcement Bars

of the American Society for Testing Materials, as from time

to time revised. It shall be free from mill scale and loose

rust and shall not be coated in such manner as to weaken
the bond.

Mixing. — The ingredients shall be thoroughly mixed, m»'=>'»8-

and the mixing shall continue until the cement is thoroughly

distributed and the mass is uniform in color. The con-

sistency shall be such that the concrete will flow freely about

and entirely enclose the reinforcement, but shall not be so

wet as to cause separation of the ingredients in handling.

Inspection. — Such portions of section fourteen as apply inspection,

to inspection shall be taken to apply to this section also.

Forms. — Forms shall be suflSciently tight to prevent any FormB.

considerable loss of material in the pouring.

Placing. — Such portions of section fourteen as apply to Placing.

the placing of concrete shall be taken to apply to this section

also. Concrete shall not be deposited in forms until the

reinforcement has been put in place and secured against

displacement.

Columns shall be poured without any interruption to the Pouring of

bottom side of beams or girders which they support, or to
<=<'^*^"^-

the bottom of the flare in flat slab construction. Special

care shall be taken in their pouring that no voids may result.

Columns and walls shall be poured not less than three Pouring of

hours in advance of the beams, girders, or slabs, which they 8°ru™urar*"^'

support. All columns of the same type in a story shall be of ^^^^^' ^^'^

concrete mixed in the same proportions.

Structural slabs shall be poured the full thickness at the

time of pouring floor.

Stopping Work, — Proper precautions shall be taken in stopping work,

stopping concrete work to stop it at the points of low shear.
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Rust protee
tiou.

Spacing of

reinforcement,

tlmperauie'^ //i^'A and Loiv Temperature. — When fresh concrete is ex-

posed to a hot or dry atmosphere or wind, special precautions

to prevent premature drying shall be taken.

Concrete shall not be deposited when the temperature is

below thirty-two degrees Fahrenheit, unless adequate pre-

cautions are taken to prevent freezing.

Fire protection. Fire Protection. — Main reinforcement in floor slabs shall

be protected by a minimum of three fourths of an inch of

concrete; in beams, girders, columns and walls by one and
one half inches from the surface of the concrete to the surface

of the main reinforcement.

In columns the outer one and one half inches of concrete

shall be regarded as fireproofing which shall be assumed to

carry no stress.

Riist Protection. — In foundations and retaining walls the

steel shall be protected and on the side toward the earth or

water by a minimum of three inches of concrete.

Spacing of Reinforcement. — Slab reinforcement bars in

tension shall be not farther apart horizontally than two and
one half times the total thickness of the slab. In beams and
girders the lateral spacing of parallel bars shall be not less

than three diameters from centre to centre, and the clear

space between two layers of bars shall not be less than one

inch.

Basis for Design. — Calculations shall be made with

reference to working stresses and safe loads rather than with

reference to ultimate strength and ultimate loads, and shall

be based on the following assumptions :

—
(a) A plane section before bending remains plane after

bending.

(6) The modulus of elasticity of concrete in compression,

within the usual limits of working stresses, is constant. The
distribution of compressive stress in beams, therefore, is

rectilinear.

(c) The tensile strength of the concrete in direct resistance

to bending is ignored.

(d) Under compressive stress the two materials are stressed

in proportion to their moduli of elasticity.

(e) Initial stress in the reinforcement due to contraction

or expansion in the concrete is neglected.

Span Length. — The span length for beams and slabs

simply supported shall be taken as the distance from centre

to centre of supports, but need not be taken to exceed the

Basis for

design.

Span length.
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clear span plus the depth of beam or slab. For continuous

or restrained beams or slabs, built monolithically into sup-

ports, the span length may be taken as the clear distance

between faces of supports. Brackets shall not be considered

as reducing the clear span in the sense here intended, except

that when brackets which make an angle of forty-five de-

grees or more with the axis of a restrained beam or the

plane of a slab are built monolithically therewith, the span

may be measured from the section where the total depth is

at least one third more than the depth at the edge of the

bracket. Maximum negative moments are to be considered

as existing at the end of the span as here defined.

Bending. — Bending moments for uniformly distributed ^o'^^ents for

dead and live loads, in beams and slabs reinforced in one a^f^fgiabs^™.

direction only shall be computed upon the following assump- ^ow computed.

tions, where "w" is the total dead and live load per linear

foot and *'Z" is the span length: —
(a) for a single span freely supported the bending at Single span

mid-span is supported.

8

(6) for a single span restrained at the ends, the bending Single span
, . 1 . restrained at

at mid-span is ends.

12

(c) for two equal continuous spans freely supported, the Two equal con-
1 !• , . 1 . tinuous spans
bending at mid-span is freely sup-

ported.

10

and at central support it is

8

((/) for two equal continuous spans restrained at supports, Two equal con-

the bending at mid-span is ^ISneTar
supports.

12
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and at central support it is

10

Three or more (g) for three OF more equal continuous spans freely sup-

tinuous spans ported, the bending at mid-span of the end span and at the

ported^"^' first interior support is

10

and the bending at mid-span of interior spans and at other

interior supports is

12

JqJaf TOn'^°'^^ (/) for three or more equal continuous spans restrained at

riTra^eTir supports, the bcuding at the first interior support for beams
supports. IS

10

and for slabs is

12

and the bending at all other interior supports and at mid-

span of all spans is

12

Restrained (n) at the restrained ends of continuous beams a negative
ends of con- ^^^.
tinuous beams, bcnumg 01

16

shall generally be assumed, but this shall be increased to

not more thanf^' for small beams running into large columns.
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(b)

(a)

s
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Beams and
slabs, when
considered
restrained at
ends.

Positive
bending
moment for
certain
continuous
beams, how
computed.

Bending
moments for

certain beams,
etc.

Slabs sup-
ported on four
sides.

Beams and slabs sliall be considered as restrained at the

ends when they frame monolithically into a structure

sufficiently stiff and strong to introduce a negative

bending moment into the beam at the end in amount not

less than^ *

For continuous beams subject to other than uniformly
distributed loads, the positive bending moment shall first

be computed as though the beam were freely supported.
The positive moment may then be reduced in the same pro-

portion as specified above for beams loaded uniformly, and
provision shall be made at the restrained ends for negative

moments having the same ratio to the positive moment
first computed that the negative moments specified above

bear to j--

Beams parallel to the main reinforcement of a one-way
slab into which no other beams frame, and which are re-

strained at the ends by being built monolithically into

supporting columns, shall be designed for bending moments
at the ends equal to j^, and at mid-span as follows: When
the width of columns parallel to the axis of the beam is not
less than fifteen per cent of the distance, centre to centre of

columns, or twice the depth of the beam, m=^; other-

wise m=-iQ-
For spans of unusual or unequal length and other special

cases the design shall be such as to carry out the intent of

this act to the satisfaction of the commissioner.

Slabs siipjiortcd on four sides. — For slabs, supported on
four sides and reinforced in both directions the distribution

of loads shall be determined by the formula

r= 7-0.5.

where

6 is the breadth of slab.

I is the length of slab.

r is the proportion of load carried by the transverse reinforce-

ment.

In placing reinforcement in such slabs account shall be

taken of the fact that the bending moment is greater near

the centre of the slab than near the edges, and two thirds of
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the calculated moments shall be assumed as carried by the

centre half of the slab and one third by the outside quarters.

Beams supporting rectangular slabs reinforced in both

directions shall be assumed to take the proportions of load

as determined by the formula in this section, the distribution

of the load being assumed to vary in accordance with the

ordinates of a parabola having its vertex at mid-span.

Floor and Roof Openings. — Openings in floors and roofs Floor and roof

shall be so framed as not to exceed the allowable stresses.
ope^ngs.

Depth. — In roof slabs the total depth shall not be less
^i^^^^^^l"''^

than three inches and in floor slabs four inches. slabs! etc.

In "T" beams the depth below the slab shall not exceed

eight times the thickness of the slab adjacent to the stem.

Cinder concrete slabs shall not be less than four inches

thick; they shall not exceed eight feet in span.

Self-Centring. — Reinforcing materials which are self- scif-centring

centring shall not be used in spans exceeding eight feet. Fire-
''^'" orcemen .

proofing under self-centring reinforcement may be of Portland

cement plaster.

Bending in Supporting Members. — If a beam or floor Bending in

slab is assumed as fixed or partially restrained at a support, ml'mber"^

the column, wall, or other structure furnishing such restraint

shall be proportioned to resist the stresses thereby induced.

"T" Beams. — Where adequate bond and shearing re- "T" beams,

sistance between slab and web of beam is provided, the

slab may be considered an integral part of the beam, but its

effective width shall not exceed one fourth part of the span

length of the beam, nor shall its overhanging width on

either side of the web exceed six times the thickness of the

slab.

Columns. — Columns or piers of concrete shall be rein- Columns, when

forced when the unsupported height exceeds six times the forced, etc.

least gross dimension, and no reinforced concrete column

shall have an unsupported height of more than twelve times

its least gross dimension, except with stresses reduced from

those allowed by this act in accordance with the ratio

24-^
i where h is unsupported height and d is least dimension,

12

and 1 shall not in any case exceed eighteen. The maximum
effective area of columns shall be taken as the area within

the outer one and one half inches of concrete covering, or, in

the case of hooped columns or columns reinforced with struc-
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Proportion-
ment of
exterior
columns and
their rein-

forcement.

Reinforced
concrete
buildings, how
supported, etc.

Supporting
columns, how
computed.

Load of
circular hollow
steel or
wrought iron
columns filled

with concrete,
etc.

Steel area and
stresses of

columns with
longitudinal
reinforcement,
etc.

tural shapes, it shall be taken as the area within the circle

enclosing the spiral or the polygon enclosing the structural

shapes. Longitudinal reinforcement shall be assumed to

carry stress in proportion to the respective moduli of elastic-

ity as given in this act.

Exterior columns and their reinforcement shall be so pro-

portioned as to withstand bending in addition to the direct

load without exceeding the fiber stresses specified for beams
elsewhere in this act.

Reinforced concrete buildings may be supported by struc-

tural steel or cast iron columns, fireproofed in first class con-

struction as provided elsewhere in this act. Brackets shall

be provided to transmit the load from the floors to the

column. Such columns shall be computed as follows :
—

(a) If the brackets are placed immediately below the floor

the structural steel or cast iron columns shall be assumed to

carry the load of all the floors above.

(b) If the brackets are placed immediately above a floor

the structural steel or cast iron columns shall be assumed to

carry all the load above the brackets, and the floor or floors

below the brackets shall be carried on reinforced concrete

encasing the metal, designed in accordance with the require-

ments of this act, to the next bracket below or to the founda-

tion. In this case, however, the surrounding concrete shall

be so separated from the steel or cast iron as to permit the

separate action of both.

Circular hollow steel or wrought iron columns filled with

concrete shall be allowed to carry a load equal to the capacity

of the metal casing plus the capacity of the concrete filling.

The average unit stress in the casing shall be that specified

elsewhere in this act for columns, and that in the concrete

filling shall be in the same ratio to the unit stress in the

casing which the modulus of elasticity of the concrete bears

to that of the casing.

Columns with longitudinal reinforcement only shall have

a steel area of not less than one per cent and not more than

four per cent of the required effective area, and shall be

allowed the stresses given in this act. Longitudinal rein-

forcement bars shall be straight and shall be secured against

lateral displacement by steel ties not less than one fourth of

an inch in diameter and placed not farther apart than six-

teen diameters of the bars, nor more than twelve inches.

Columns which have longitudinal reinforcement to an

amount not less than one per cent and not more than four
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per cent of the effective area, and which also have hoops or

spirals to an amount not less than one per cent of the volume

of the enclosed core, spaced not farther apart in the clear

than one sixth of the diameter of the enclosed core, and in no

case more than two and one half inches, shall be allowed the

stresses given in this act: inovided, however, that no such Proviso,

column shall have a height greater than ten diameters of the

enclosed core. The ends of hoops or spirals shall be united

in such a way as to develop their full strength. The hoops

or spirals shall be securely fastened to the longitudinal re-

inforcement or to approved spacers.

Combination Floors. — Concrete floors with permanent
a^]^''^*''"*

blocks or forms of incombustible material with ribs of re-

inforced concrete between shall conform to the requirements

of this act so far as they are applicable, but the blocks or

forms shall not be assumed as taking stress. If a slab not

less than two inches thick above the blocks or forms is cast

monolithic with the rib, the rib and slab may be considered

as a T section. If such construction forms a flush ceiling,

or if a plastered ceiling on metal lath is suspended below the

ribs, the fireproofing for such construction shall be that

required for slabs.

Working Stresses. — The following table gives the com- Working

pressive strength in pounds per square inch which shall be

assumed as the basis for design, a bag of cement weighing

ninety-four pounds being assumed to measure one cubic

foot in proportioning material, and the values given for

aggregate to be the combined volume of fine and coarse

aggregate measured separately.

Mixture.
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Compressive
strength of

concrete one
year old, etc.

Bearing.

Axial com-
pression.

Compression on
extreme fiber

in bending,
etc.

Proviso.

Shear and
diagonal
tension.

Concrete one year old shall be considered to have a com-
pressive strength twenty-five per cent greater than that

given in the table for concrete of the same grade and pro-

portions.

Bearing. — When compression is applied to a portion of

a concrete surface of which the area is at least twice that

to which the load is applied, a stress of thirty-five per cent

of the compressive strength fixed by this act shall be allowed.

Axial Compression. — For concentric compression on
columns with longitudinal reinforcement only, twenty-two
and five tenths per cent of the compressive strength fixed by
this act shall be allowed.

For concentric compression on columns the length of

which does not exceed ten diameters of the core, with longi-

tudinal reinforcement combined with hoops or spirals, thirty-

five per cent of the compressive strength fixed by this act

shall be allowed.

Bending. — Compression on extreme fiber in bending
shall not exceed thirty-two and five tenths per cent of the

compressive strength fixed by this act: provided, hoivever,

that adjacent to the supports of continuous beams or slabs

thirty-seven and five tenths per cent may be used.

Shear and Diagonal Tension. — In the calculation of

beams in which the maximum shearing stress in a section is

used as the means of measuring the resistance to diagonal

tension stress, the vertical shearing unit stress as computed

by the formula v= ^, where v is the shearing unit stress, V
is the total shear, b is the breadth of the beam, and jd is the

arm of the resisting couple, shall not exceed the following

percentages of the respective compressive strengths fixed by
this act.

For beams with horizontal bars only and without web
reinforcement, two per cent.

For beams with web reinforcement consisting of vertical

stirrups looped about the longitudinal reinforcing bars in

the tension side of the beam, suitably anchored in the com-
pression side and spaced horizontally not more than one
half the depth of the beam, or for beams in which longi-

tudinal bars are bent up at an angle of not more than forty-

five degrees nor less than twenty degrees with the axis of

the beam and the points of bending are spaced horizontally

not more than three fourths of the depth of the beam apart,

or both, the web reinforcement being designed, in each case,

to carry two thirds of the total shear, six per cent.
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Punching. — Punching shear shall not exceed six per cent Punching.

of the compressive strength fixed by this act.

Bond. — The bond stress between concrete and steel bars Bond,

shall not exceed four per cent, except that the bond between

concrete and approved deformed steel bars shall not exceed

five per cent, and between concrete and drawn wire shall

not exceed three per cent of the compressive strength fixed

by this act.

Steel. — The tensile or compressive stress in steel shall not steel.

exceed sixteen thousand pounds per square inch in rods

and twenty thousand pounds per square inch in drawn wire

and other approved cold stretched fabric, except that in

slabs of stone concrete the tensile stress in rods shall not

exceed eighteen thousand pounds per square inch, and in

drawn wire and other approved cold stretched fabric it shall

not exceed twenty-two thousand five hundred pounds per

square inch.

Modulus of Elasticity. — The modulus of elasticity of
^^^l^cu^y"^

concrete shall be taken as —

-^ that of steel for cinder concrete with a compressive strength of

1,000 pounds per square inch or less,

^ that of steel for stone concrete with a compressive strength of

2,200 pounds per square inch or less,

^5 that of steel for concrete with a compressive strength greater

than 2,200 pounds per square inch, but less than 2,900 pounds per

square inch,

iV that of steel for concrete with a compressive strength of

2,900 pounds per square inch or more, the compressive strength

referred to in all these cases being that fixed by this act.

Footing General. — Symmetrical concentric column foot- ^^^f
ings shall be designed for punching shear, diagonal tension

and bending moment.
Punching Shear in Footings. — The area effective to resist Punching

punching shear in column footings shall be considered as the footings.

area having a width equal to the perimeter of the column or

pier and a depth equal to seven eighths the depth of footing

from top to centre of reinforcing steel.

Diagonal Tension in Footings.— Shearing stresses as indie- Diagonal

ative of diagonal tension shall be measured in footings on footings!"

vertical sections distant from the face of the pier or column
equal to the depth of the footing from top to centre of re-

inforcing steel.

Bending Moment in Footings. — The bending moment in Bending

rectangular isolated column footings at a section taken at SS'"
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the edge of pier or column shall be determined by multiply-

ing the load on the cantilever projection by three eighths the

distance from the edge of pier or column to the edge of

footing. The section of maximum moment in a footing

supporting a round column or pier shall be taken one eighth

the radius from the tangent toward the centre. The effective

area of concrete and steel to resist bending moment shall be

considered as that within a width extending both sides of

pier or column a distance equal to depth of footing plus one

half the remaining distance to edge of footing, except that

reinforcing steel crossing the section other than at right

angles shall be considered to have an eflPective area determined

by multiplying the sectional area by the sine of the angle

between the bar and the plane of the section. The bond
stress in the steel shall not exceed that allowed by this act.

Flat slabs.
pi^^ Sltths. — Floor slabs supported upon columns without

beams or girders and extending two or more bays in each

direction shall conform to the following requirements.

Mil'J^eT
^^^^ Capital. — Columns may be provided with enlarged

capitals. capitals. The horizontal width of capitals shall be taken

where the vertical thickness is at least one and one half

inches, and the contour of capitals shall not fall wuthin that

of an inverted cone or pyramid whose apex is on the centre

line of the column, whose sides incline at forty-five degrees

with the vertical, and whose base lies in a plane one and one

half inches below the underside of the dropped panel and,

if no dropped panel is used, below the underside of the slab,

and has the same size and shape in plan as the capital. The
width of capital in any direction shall not be less than one

fifth the distance, centre to centre, of columns in that direc-

tion, and shall be such that the allowable unit stresses else-

where specified in this act shall not be exceeded.
Dropped panel. Dwpped Panel — A thickening of the slab on the under-

side in the vicinity of the columns is termed a dropped panel.

The width of the dropped panel in any direction shall be not

less than | that of the column capital. The depth of the

dropped panel below the bottom of the slab shall be not

more than half the slab thickness, but shall be such that the

allowable unit stresses shall not be exceeded either in shear

about the column capital or in bending. The allowable unit

shear to be used shall be that specified for punching shear

elsewhere in this act. The allowable compression in bending

shall be that specified for extreme fibers adjacent to support

in continuous beams.
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Slab Thickness. — In flat slab construction, the minimum siab thickness.

thickness of slab shall be not less than ^o in the case of

roofs or ^2 in the case of floors, of the distance from centre

to centre of the columns in the longer direction. The thick-

ness shall be such as to withstand the shear about the column

capital or dropped panel without exceeding the allowable

stress herein specified for punching shear.

Bending. — For the purpose of determining the bending
fl|"f4",f

'°

in flat slab floors, the slab shall be considered as divided by floors, etc.

lines parallel to the lines of columns into strips whose width

is one half the distance, L, centre to centre, of columns

measured at right angles to the span of strips. The centre

line of alternate strips shall coincide with the centre line of

the columns. These shall be known as A-strips. The other

strips located midway between columns shall be known as

B-strips. The span length of the strips shall be taken as

the distance, centre to centre, of columns less two thirds

the width of the column capital measured in the direction of

the span.

Provision shall be made in the A and B strips comprising

any panel width for the whole bending moment specified,

and the proportion of the whole provided for within each

strip shall be not less than that given in the following

table :

—
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Positive
bending.

Negative
bending.

Wall bays;
restraint.

Positive
bending.

Positive Bending. — The positive bending moment for a
whole panel width shall be taken as

M =
"25"

Negative Bending.— The negative bending moment for a
panel width shall be taken as

M =
15

Wall Bays; Restraint — For wall bays when the wall is

of reinforced concrete {I is the distance from the inside face

of the exterior column to the centre of the interior column
less one third the width of the interior column capital) the

bending moment for strips running perpendicular to the

wall shall be as follows :
—

Positive Bending. — The positive bending moment for a

panel width shall be taken as

M =
''

20

Negative
bending.

Negative Bending. — The negative bending moment for a
panel width at the interior line of columns shall be taken as :

—

M=
12.5

Proviso.

Wall baj^;
no restraint.

The negative bending moment for a panel width at the

wall shall in general be taken as :
—

M=
30

This may be increased, according to degree of restraint, up

to ^7^ for complete restraint : provided, however, that in case

the coefficient for negative bending at the wall is increased,

the other two bending moment coefficients may be corre-

spondingly decreased.

Wall Bays; No Restraint. — For wall bays supported on

one edge upon brick walls or other construction incapable

of providing adequate restraint in negative bending, / is the

distance from the inner face of the wall to the centre of the
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interior column less one third the width of the interior

column capital.

Positive Bending. — The positive bending moment for a Positive

panel width shall be taken as: — bending.

16

Negative Bending. — The negative bending moment for a Negative

panel width at the interior column line shall be taken as: —

M =!^
10

Negative bending along such walls shall be provided for

by reinforcement in the top of the slab at right angles with

the wall equal to four tenths per cent in floors and to two

tenths per cent in roofs of the area of cross section of the

slab.

Bays discontinuous upon one or two adjacent sides shall

be treated as wall bays.

When a flat slab is supported by a beam or wall on one

or two sides, the half strip parallel with and adjacent to the

beam or wall may be reinforced as half a B-strip,

The bending in exterior concrete columns supporting flat

slab floors shall in general be taken as: —
wW , Wh
-w p^"^ X'

or more up to

wLl^ , Wh
plus—

15 4

in case of complete restraint, where W is the total load on

the wall panel and h is the thickness of the exterior column.

For floors, half this bending shall be assumed as acting

below and half above the slab; for roofs the whole bending

acts below the slab.

Brackets. — Brackets or haunches shall be provided on Brackets.

exterior columns when necessary to transmit the shear and
bending from the slab to the column.

Interior Columns. — The least dimension of interior con- interior

Crete columns supporting flat slabs shall be not less than one *=°^"™"^-

fifteenth the span, centre to centre, of columns in the longer

direction.
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Reinforcement.

Bent bars.

Wall beams.

Reinforcement. — Reinforcement shall be provided at the

critical sections of all strips in sufficient quantity to with-

stand the bending herein specified without exceeding the

allowable unit stresses elsewhere specified in this act. Re-
inforcement lying obliquely to the axis of any strip shall be

counted as having an area effective for that strip equal to

its actual area of cross-section multiplied by the cosine of

the angle which it makes with the axis of the strip.

Bent Bars. — No reinforcing for positive bending shall he

bent up to the top of the slab further from the centre line of

the column than one fourth L where L is the distance,

centre to centre, of columns in the direction of the rein-

forcing. Positive reinforcement in A-strips shall be pro-

vided to within 0.15 L of the centre line of interior columns

and extending to the inside face of wall columns; in B-

strips shall be provided extending to within 0.10 L of the

interior column line and to the inside face of wall support.

Negative reinforcement in A-strips shall extend beyond the

centre line of the columns half the width of the column

capital plus enough to develop the strength of the rods; at

least one quarter of the negative reinforcement shall extend

six inches beyond the quarter point of the panel or the

fifth point of the span length. Negative reinforcement in

B-strips shall extend forty diameters beyond the centre line

of columns, and at least half thereof shall extend to the

quarter point of the panel.

For determining the stress in concrete due to the bending

in each strip the width shall be taken as the width of the

strip, except that for negative bending in A-strips when a

dropped panel is used the width shall be that of the dropped

panel.

Wall Beams. — Wall beams in flat slab construction shall

be assumed to carry a width of floor equal to one quarter

the clear span of the beam in addition to the weight of

beam and wall. Such beams, when continuous, shall be

designed for a negative bending at columns equal to ^, and

the positive bending at mid-span shall be assumed as fol-

lows: —
(a) When the width of the columns (parallel to the beam)

is not less than fifteen per cent of the distance, centre to

centre, of columns or twice the depth of the beam,

M =
20
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(6) Otherwise,

16

Brick Walls. — In case a flat slab is supported by a brick Brick walls,

wall, the wall shall in general be four inches thicker than the

minimum thickness otherwise required by this act, or have
equivalent pilasters.

FORMULAS FOR REINFORCED CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION.

These formulas are based on the assumptions and principles Formulas for

, • r'l'. reinforced
given in section nrteen. concrete con-

struction.

1. Standard Notation. standard nota-
tion,

(a) Rectangular Beams. Rectangular

The following notation is recommended:

.fs = tensile unit stress in steel;

/c = compressive unit stress in concrete;
£5 = modulus of elasticity of steel;

Ec = modulus of elasticity of concrete

;

Es

M =moment of resistance, or bending moment in general;

4s = steel area;

6 = breadth of beam;
rf = depth of beam to centre of steel;

fc= ratio of depth of neutral axis to depth, d; i

z = depth below top to resultant of the compressive stresses;

J = ratio of lever arm of resisting couple to depth, d;

jd=d—2 = arm of resisting couple;

A'
p

=

steel ratio =—/
bd

(b) T-Beams.

b = width of flange

;

T-Beams.
6' = width of stem;
<= thickness of flange.

(c) Beams Reinforced for Compression.

A' = area of compressive steel; Beanis rein-

p' = steel ratio for compressive steel

;

TOmpresTion.

/s' = compressive unit stress in steel;

C= total compressive stress in concrete

;

C = total compressive stress in steel;

d' = depth to centre of compressive steel;

2 = depth to resultant of C and C.
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Shear, bond
and web
reinforcement.

Columns.

Formulas.

Rectangular
beams.

{(l) Shear, Bond and Web Reinjorcement.

F= total shear;

F'= total shear producing stress in reinforcement;
y= shearing unit stress;

w= bond stress per unit area of bar;

= circumference or perimeter of bar;

2o=sum of the perimeters of all bars;
7" = total stress in single reinforcing member;
s = horizontal spacing of reinforcing members.

(e) Columns.

A = total net area;

As = area of longitudinal steel;

Ac = area of concrete

;

P = total safe load.

2. Formulas.

(o) Redangidar Beams.

Position of neutral axis,

k= ^2pn-\-{pn)^—pn.

Arm of resisting couple,

(1)

(2)j^l-'-k
''

3

[For fs = 15000 to 16000 and fc = 600 to 650, j may be taken at | .]

Fig. 1.
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Fiber stresses,
/.=

M M
Asjd pjhd^

jkhd^ k
'

Steel ratio, for balanced reinforcement,

1

P = i

fcnfc y

(6) T-Beams.

(3)

.(4)

.(5)

T-Beams.

k- b'-->l

Fig. 2.

Case I. When the neutral axis lies in the flange, use the formulas

for rectangular beams.
Case II. When the neutral axis lies in the stem.

The following formulas neglect the compression in the stem.

Position of neutral axis,

2ndA!,-\-ht'^M =
2nAg+ 2ht

Position of resultant compression,

SM-2t I
2M-t' 3"

z=

Arm of resisting couple,

Fiber stresses,

Sc=

jd=d— z.

AJd

Mkd fs k

(6)

.(7)

.(8)

.(9)

ht{kd-\t)jd nl-k (10)
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Beams rein-

forced for

compression.

(For approximate results the formulas for rectangular beams
may be used.)

The following formulas take into account the compression in the
stem; they are recommended where the flange is small compared
with the stem:

Position of neutral axis,

/£ruM^+(6-60f_2 /nA,+ {b-b')ty nAs+(b-b')t
^

b'
^

b' b'

'

Position of resultant compression,

_ (kdt^-lt^)b+[(kd-ty (t+Ukd-t) ) ]b'

t{2kd-l)b+{kd-t)%'

Arm of resisting couple,

Fiber stresses,

jd =d—z

Asjd

fc

2Mkd

[{2kd-t)bt+{kd-tyb']jd

(11)

(12)

(13)

.(14)

.(15)

(c) Beams Reinforced Jot Compression.

Hfs+nK

Fig, 3.
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Position of neutral axis,

A; = \/^n(p+p4)+^^'(P+P')'-n(p+p') (16)

Position of resultant compression,

7^^ a^

Arm of resisting couple,

jd=d-z (18)

Fiber stresses,

y,=^ „
/^ ,„

, ,„ (19)

-[—^t-9('4')J

pjod^ k

f.' ="fc-^ (21)

(d) Shear, Bond, ajid Web Reinforcement. Shear, bond,

For rectangular beams, reinforcement.

V
^ = T- (22)

bjd

V
«=—— (23)

jd . ^0

[For approximate results j may be taken at |.]

The stresses in web reinforcement may be estimated by means of

the following formulas

:

Vertical web reinforcement,

V's
T=— (24)

jd

Bars bent up at angles between 20 and 45 deg. with the
horizontal and web members inclined at 45 deg.,

T=r— (25)
jd
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In the text of the report it is recommended that two thirds of
the external vertical shear (total shear) at any section be taken as
the amount of total shear producing stress in the web reinforce-
ment. V therefore equals two thirds of V.
The same formulas apply to beams reinforced for comjiression

as regards shear and bond stress for tensile steel.
For T-Beams,

'=k ^''^

V
jd . 2o

[For approximate results j may be taken at |

.

(27)

(e) Columns.
Total safe load,

P=fM,+7iA,) =f^{l+ {n-l)v) (28)

Unit stresses,

P
^'^ A{l+ {n-l)v)

^^^^

fs=nfc (30)

1907. 550, § 16,

amended.

Steel con-
struction.

M.ateriaLs and
stresses.

General re-

quirements;
use of thin
metal, etc.

Proviso.

Placing of

rivets, etc.

Beams and
girders to be
anchored to
wall, etc.

STEEL CONSTRUCTION.

Section 6. Said chapter five hundred and fifty is hereby

further amended l)y striking out section sixteen and substi-

tuting the following: — Section 10. — Materials ajid Stresses.

— Materials, stresses and methods of computation shall be

as provided in .section fourteen.

General Requirements. — No metal thinner than one

fourth of an inch shall be u.sed except for fillers or beams

and channel webs: provided, however, that sheet metal may
be used in such buildings and under such restrictions as the

commissioner may allow. Connections shall be designed to

develop the full strength of the member under the conditions

of loading, even though the computed stress is less.

Rivets shall be placed in accordance with good engineering

practice. The diameter of rivet holes in tension members

shall be assumed as one eighth of an inch larger than the

rivet. Net sections shall be used in proportioning tension

members.
Beams and Girders. — Every beam, channel, lintel or

girder supported by a wall shall be properly anchored thereto.
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and shall have bearing plates if necessary to distribute the

load properly at the stresses required by this act.

Beams and channels acting as skew-backs for arches shall ^tt^^al^skew-

be designed to resist the lateral thrusts in addition to their
^o^rSigUaTeraf

vertical loads, and the tie rods, not less than three fourths of thrusts, etc.

an inch in diameter, shall be placed as near the line of thrust

as practicable, and in any event shall be spaced not more

than eight times the depth of the beams, and not more

than eight feet.

Where beams or channels are used in pairs they shall be Beams, etc.,

, . , ,
.

^
1 J J used in pairs

connected with steel or iron separators near each end and to be con-

at each concentrated load and not more than five feet apart

elsewhere, and beams twelve inches or more in depth, if

connected by bolted separators, shall have two bolts for

each separator.

Steel Columns. — Steel column ends shall either be ma- steel columns.

chine faced and brought into actual contact, or full riveted

connections shall be provided to develop the strength of

columns. Latticing and tie plates shall be provided in

accordance with good engineering practice.

Plate Girders. — In proportioning the flanges of plate piate girders,

girders one eighth of the web may be considered as available

in each flange. When the top flange is not stayed laterally

at distances of twenty times its breadth the stresses shall be

reduced as required in section fourteen. Stiffeners, properly

fitted at ends, shall be provided over supports and under

concentrated loads with sufiicient area in the outstanding

legs to transmit the stresses in bearing at twenty thousand

pounds per square inch, and with sufficient rivets to transmit

the stresses to the web. Intermediate stiffeners shall be

so spaced that the clear distance between the stiffeners, or

the clear distance between flange angles, shall not exceed
>

that given by formula.

d=;^(12,000-s)
40

where d is the clear distance between stiffeners or flange

angles

t is the thickness of web
s is the shear per square inch.

Trusses. — Trusses shall be designed so that the stresses Trusses.

in each member can be calculated with reasonable accuracy
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Riveting.

by statical methods. The centre of gravity lines of members
meeting at a joint shall, if possible, intersect at a point.

Eccentricity due to a non-fulfillment of this rule shall be
allowed for in the computations. The centre of gravity of a
group of rivets connecting one member to another shall, in

general, lie as nearly as practicable in the centre of gravity
line of the member. Trusses shall be properly braced.

Riveting. — In skeleton construction, all splices in columns,
all connections of girders or beams to columns, and all

connections subject to a reversal of stress shall be made by
means of rivets. In all types of construction, splices in

girders and chords of trusses and connections carrying
heavy stresses shall be riveted. Minor connections, such as
floor stringers to girders, carrying moderate stresses may be
either riveted or bolted.

1907, 550, § 17,

etc., amended.

Classification
of buildings.

First class
buildings.

CLASSIFICATION.

First and Second Class Buildings.

Section 7. Said chapter five hundred and fifty as

amended in section seventeen by section four of chapter
seven hundred and eighty-two of the acts of nineteen hun-
dred and fourteen and by chapter one hundred and eighteen

of the General Acts of nineteen hundred and sixteen, is

hereby further amended by striking out said section seven-

teen and substituting the following: — Section 17. — Every
building hereafter erected more than seventy-five feet in

height, or hereafter increased in height to more than seventy-

five feet, shall be a first class building. Every second class

building hereafter erected and more than four stories in

height, and any second class building now in existence and
increased in height to more than four stories shall have the

first floor and the basement and cellar stories of first class

construction. Every hotel, tenement house and lodging

house hereafter erected covering more than three thousand

five hundred square feet, or more than five stories in height,

shall be a first class building; and every building altered or

enlarged and occupied or to be occupied as a hotel, tene-

ment or lodging house to be in excess of sixty feet in height,

or in excess of three thousand five hundred square feet in

superficial area, or in excess of five stories in height, shall be

a first class building. Every building hereafter erected

within the building limits to be occupied as a permanent
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schoolhouse shall be a first class building. Every building

hereafter erected as a theatre, and every building hereafter

altered to be occupied as a theatre, shall be a first class

building. Every building hereafter erected for, altered to or

converted to use as a moving picture house shall be a first

class building. All other buildings may be of second or Buildings of
'^

.
o ^ second or third

thu-d class construction. class con-

Except as is otherwise provided herein, new buildings
construction

adapted for habitations, and not more than five stories in
^°fi^|f„yf

height, may be erected of second class construction, but no adapted for

such building shall exceed three thousand five hundred etc.

square feet in superficial area or sixty feet in height. The

first story or basement, or both the first story and basement,

in such buildings, so constructed, remodelled or enlarged,

may be used for mercantile purposes, provided, that the Proviso,

first floor and the basement and cellar stories shall be of

first class construction, and any stairway leading from the

first floor to the basement or from the basement to the

cellar shall be enclosed in masonry walls not less than eight

inches thick or with two inch solid metal and plaster partition,

with self-closing fireproof doors at the top and bottom of

the stairway.

RESTRICTION OF AREAS. Restriction of

areas.

Any first class building used above the first floor as a Certain first

warehouse or store for the storage or sale of merchandise buildings to

shall have all vertical openings protected by fireproof en- &Jproof

closures. Such enclosures shall, if enclosing stairs or es-
®'^<='°3"''*^^' ^^'^

calators, have automatic doors, and all glass in the enclosure

shall be wire glass.

Such a building shall be so divided by brick walls built ^."^^j^^''"

like party walls with the same openings allowed, that no

space inside the buildings shall exceed in area ten thousand

square feet, except that when any such building has a frontage

of not less than fifty feet on each of two streets, such space

may exceed ten thousand square feet in area, provided that Proviso,

buildings in which such extension of area beyond ten thou-

sand square feet is permitted shall have automatic fire

sprinklers installed and means of ingress and egress satis-

factory to the commissioner and the board of appeal.

Second class buildings used above the first floor as ware-
^i^g^bufidl^^,

houses or stores for the storage or sale of merchandise shall ^ow divided,

be so divided by brick walls, built like party walls with the

same openings allowed, that no space inside such buildings
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Certain second
class build-
ings, vertical
openings for

elevators, etc.

Means of egress
from buildings
used above first

floor for stor-

age or sale of

merchandise.

shall exceed in area ten thousand square feet, and no existing
wall in any second class building shall be removed so as to
leave an area of more than ten thousand square feet, nor
shall any existing wall separating areas which combined
would exceed ten thousand square feet in area, have open-
ings cut in it greater in area or number than is allowed in
this act for party walls.

Every second class building more than three stories high
and used above the first floor as a warehouse or store for
the storage or sale of merchandise, shall have all vertical

openings for elevators and stairways, air or light shafts,

through its floors protected by fireproof enclosures. Such
enclosures shall be supported by fireproof supports and
framing, and shall, if enclosing stairs or escalators, have
automatic doors, and all glass in the enclosure shall be wire
glass.

No building used above the first floor for the storage or
sale of merchandise shall have less than two means of egress

from every story, one of which means may be either an
outside fire escape or through a brick wall closed by auto-
matic doors into a building of the same class; except that
an independent monumental stairway extending from the
basement to the second floor may be constructed.

Buildings for

manufacturing
purposes.

BUILDINGS FOR MANUFACTURING PURPOSES.

Buildings outside the building limits and adapted ex-

clusively for manufacturing, storage, mechanical or stable

purposes, may be built under such conditions as the com-
missioner shall prescribe. If of wood such buildings shall

not exceed forty-five feet in height.

1907, 550. § 20,

amended.

Foundation
loads to be
carried down
to satisfactory
bearing
Bftaterial, etc.

FOUNDATIONS OF BUILDINGS.

Section 8. Said chapter five hundred and fifty is hereby
further amended by striking out section twenty and substi-

tuting the following :
— Section 20. — The foundation loads

of every building, except temporary structures shall be
carried down to a satisfactory bearing material by means of

properly designed walls, piers, grillages or piling which shall

be so designed, located or otherwise disposed as to permit

the entire loads which they transmit to be distributed over

the bearing area with a unit intensity which shall not exceed

the allowable value given in this section. The bearing area

of any pile is the area over which it distributes its load.
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The footing of every foundation shall be carried down at Footing of

least four feet below any adjoining surface exposed to freezing,

and no footing shall be started on soil which is in a frozen

condition. Foundations shall not be laid in freezing weather

unless adequate precautions are taken against frost action.

For the purposes of this section "satisfactory bearing
'^f^^^^^^^^/

material " shall mean only ledge rock in its natural bed, teriai," defined,

natural deposits of sand, gravel or clay, and any combination

of the foregoing materials which does not contain or does

not overlie an appreciable amount of organic material.

In the absence of satisfactory tests of their sustaining Unit pressures

power, the maximum allowable bearing values of the above bearing values

materials shall be limited by the following unit pressures :
— maleriais.

Solid ledge rock, 100 tons per square foot.

Shale and hardpan, 10 tons per square foot.

Gravel, compact sand and hard yellow
clay, 6 tons per square foot.

Dry or wet sand of coarse or medium
sized grains, hard blue clay mixed or

unmixed with sand, disintegrated ledge

rock, 5 tons per square foot.

Medium stiff or plastic clay mixed or

unmixed with sand, or fine grained dry
sand, . 4 tons per square foot.

Fine grained wet sand (confined), . . 3 tons per square foot.

Soft clay protected against lateral dis-

placement, 2 tons per square foot.

Definitions. — (a) Solid ledge: Naturally formed rock,
g^fj^'j^j^^l;

such as the granites and others of similar hardness and

soundness, normally requiring blasting for their removal.

(6) Shale: Laminated slate or clay rocks removable with ^^'''^•

more or less difficulty by picking.

(c) Hardpan: A thoroughly cemented mixture of sand Hardpan.

and pebbles or of sand, pebbles and clay, with or without a

mixture of boulders and difficult to remove by picking.

(d) Gravel: A natural uncemented mixture of coarse or Oravei.

medium grained sand with a substantial amount of pebbles

measuring one fourth of an inch or more in diameter.

(e) Sand (compact) : Requiring picking for its removal. pactV'^'""

(/) Sand (loose): Requiring shovelling only. Sand (loose).

(g) Sand (medium grain) : Individual grains readily dis- Sand (medium

tinguishable by eye though not of pronounced size.
^'^'^"^

'

(h) Sand (fine grained): Individual grains distinguished ^ned"^
by eye only with difficulty.
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Hard clay.

Disintegrated
ledge rock.

Medium clay.

Soft clay.

Thickness of

foundation
beds, etc.

Unit intensity
of load upon
bearing area,
etc.

Character and
depth of

soil, etc.,

to be deter-
mined prior to
issuance of

§ermit for

uilding, etc.

Foundations
for first and
second class

buildings.

Stone
foundations.

Rubble
foundations

Footings.

(i) Hard clay: Requiring picking for its removal.

(j) Disintegrated ledge rock: Residual deposits of de-

composed ledge.

(A) Medium clay: Stiff and plastic but capable of being

spaded.

(/) Soft clay: Putty-like in consistency and changing
shape readily under relatively slight pressure.

The materials described in items c, d, e, f, g, i, j, k shall

be in relatively thick beds, if full loading value is used.

Otherwise, if underlaid by a softer material, the value

assigned to that material shall be used.

Wherever a building or structure is to rest in part only

upon solid ledge, the unit intensity of load upon the balance

of the bearing area shall be not more than one half of the

values given above for the several classes of soil.

Prior to the issuance of a permit for any permanent build-

ing or structure, the owner shall, by means of open pits or

by test borings carried at least ten feet into a satisfactory

bearing material other than ledge rock, determine the

character and depth of the soil underlying the proposed site,

and a certified copy of the reports of all borings and test

pits so taken, together with samples, taken dry, of the

material selected for a foundation bearing, shall be filed with

the commissioner for his approval and classification. The
number and location of borings taken, together with the

method used in making and reporting them shall be as

directed by the commissioner.

Foundations for first and second class buildings may be

of brick, stone or concrete. The thickness shall be as stated

in section twenty-three with the further provision that all

foundation walls below grade shall be figured as retaining

walls when they act as such.

Foundations of stone shall be of square split stone except

that rubble stone shall be allowed under buildings outside

of the fire limits, but only when such buildings do not exceed

forty-five feet in height and the foundation wall is less than

ten feet in depth. No rubble foundation shall be less than

twenty inches in thickness. All walls shall be properly bonded
by through courses.

Footings. — The footings of foundation walls or piers shall

consist of footing stones, concrete, reinforced concrete con-

struction or steel grillages. Footings of wood construction

may be used provided that they are to be entirely below

the permanent ground water level.
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Footing Stones, — Footing stones shall be at least ten Footing stones.

inches in thickness. They shall be fully bedded upon the

bearing soil.

Concrete Footings. — Concrete footings shall be not less Concrete

than twelve inches in thickness. They may be either stepped

or battered to meet the wall or pier which they support.

The offset of each step or the angle of batter shall be such as

not to exceed the allowable stresses in the concrete. If

battered footings are used there shall be a square shoulder

at the base which shall be not less than four inches in height.

Steel grillage foundations shall have at least six inches of foundltioM^

concrete below, and shall be entirely embedded in and
surrounded by concrete at least four inches thick between

steel and earth, and the concrete shall be no poorer than one

part Portland cement and seven and one half parts aggre-

gate, measured before mixing.

Footing Loads. — Provision shall be made in determining Footing loads,

the required area of footings for safely supporting the full

dead loads and the figured live loads on the lowest tier of

columns, piers or walls, plus the weight of the footings

themselves and such backfilling and overlying basement
floor loads as may come vertically over the projecting spread

of the footing.

Foundation Piers and Caissons. — The foundation of any Foundation

building or structure may be carried down to ledge or other c^ssons!^

satisfactory bearing material by isolated piers of approved
masonry or by open or pneumatic caissons, so designed that

the working stresses in the materials and on the soil do not

exceed those established by this act.

PILE FOUNDATIONS.

Section 9. Said chapter five hundred and fifty is hereby ^^^'jj^^^^j
^ ^''

further amended by striking out section twenty-one and
substituting the following :

— Section 21 .
— General Require- General

ments. — The supporting value of piles shall be obtained supporting

from embedment in or bearing on material as firm as can how obtamed,

practically be obtained, and. the method of driving shall be ®*^*^-

such as not to impair their strength. The frictional value

observed in driving for that part of piles embedded in or

passing through such materials as peat, silt, or fill overlying

such material, shall not be relied upon for support. No pile

or group of piles shall be loaded eccentrically, except in

cases where it is impracticable to avoid it. In such cases
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Piling for

columns, pier
footings, light

wall founda-
tions, etc.

Proviso.

Piles under
masonry
buildings to be
capped, etc.

Capping piles

with timber,
etc.

Broken piles,

etc.

Sustaining
power of piles,

etc.

Wooden piles.

the unit stress allowable for piles shall not be exceeded. Any
type of pile construction not provided for in this section

shall meet such requirements as may be prescribed by the

commissioner.

A detached column or pier footing supported by piling

shall rest upon not less than three piles, but column or pier

footings supported by proper and permanent masonry or

steel construction which provides lateral support in all direc-

tions may each rest upon a single pile if the allowable load

per pile is not exceeded. Light wall foundations may be

supported by a single row of piles: provided, that the length

of wall unsupported laterally by proper masonry or steel

construction does not exceed ten feet. All other founda-

tion walls requiring piling shall rest upon at least two rows

of piles, the rows to be at least two feet on centres for build-

ings up to thirty feet in height. For buildings exceeding

thirty feet in height, if not more than two rows of piles are

used, the rows shall be spread not less than three feet on
centres.

Piles under masonry buildings shall be capped with con-

crete or with block granite. If capped with plain concrete

the proportion shall be one part Portland cement to not more
than seven and one half parts aggregate, and the capping

shall be not less than sixteen inches high above the pile

heads. All concrete capping shall fill the space between

and around them for a depth of six inches and shall extend

for not less than six inches beyond the outer edge of the

pile cluster. No rubble concrete shall be used for pile capping.

If capped with block granite, each block shall have a firm

bearing on not less than three piles, shall be not less than

twelve inches thick, and shall project sufiiciently to cover

fully all pile heads.

Piles supporting steel or wooden buildings without masonry
walls or floors may be capped with timber not less than six

inches thick, securely joined together and to the piles.

The commissioner shall require additional piles to be

driven for all piles which are broken, broomed or injured in

any way, and for piles having a lower sustaining power than

that required for the work.

The sustaining power of piles driven by jetting shall be

determined by test loads as directed by the commissioners.

Wooden Piks. — Wooden piles shall be single sticks,

except as prescribed elsewhere, cut from sound live trees,

shall be close grained and solid, free from defects, such as
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injurious ring shakes, unsound or loose knots, or decay,

which may materially impair their strength or durability.

Piles must be butt-cut above the ground swell and have a

uniform taper from butt to tip.

Short Bends not allowed. — A line drawn from the centre sbort bends

of the butt to the centre of the tip shall be within the body "° '^
o""^ •

of the pile.

All knots shall be trimmed close to the body of the pile.

All piles shall be at least six inches in average diameter at

tip under the bark.

Inspection of All Piles. — The commissioner shall require inspection of

a competent inspector qualified by experience and training

and satisfactory to him, to be on the work at all times while

piles are being driven, and the inspector shall keep an accurate

record of the length, size of tip and butt of each pile, the

weight and fall of the hammer and the penetration of each

pile for each of the last three blows.

Square timber of approved quality may be used as piling, Square timber

in which case the average cross-section shall be not less

than ten inches by ten inches, and the tip not less than six

inches by six inches.

Pile heads shall be cut to sound wood before capping is Cutting of pile

, ,

i i tj
heads, etc.

placed.

Loads on Wooden Piles. — Wooden piles driven through
.^"odln piles.

fill, silt, peat or other soil incapable of adequately resisting

lateral bending, to hardpan or ledge, or deriving their value

from embedments of less than one twelfth their length in

approved soil, shall be figured as columns, using the table

for timber compression members, and using an area equal to

the middle cross-section of the pile. All such piles shall be

of hard wood such as oak, southern yellow pine or similar

woods, if the commissioner shall so decide.

The safe load on all other wooden piles driven by drop

hammer shall not exceed twelve tons each for spruce, Norway
pine or other soft woods, nor fifteen tons each for southern

yellow pine, oak or woods of similar strength, and shall be
Hmited by the following formula :— ^

2WH
P plus 1

When testing for their value the pile head shall have sound
^^*'"ruL°'^

wood and the fall of the hammer shall be ten feet. ^aiue of piles.
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The safe supporting value of wooden piles when driven by
single acting power hammer shall be limited by the following

formula :
—

L= 2WH
P plus 0.1

In these formula^:

L is the allowable load in pounds.
W is the weight of the hammer or striking parts in pounds.
H is the fall of the hammer in feet.

P is the average penetration in inches under the last three blows
after the pile has been driven to a point where successive
blows produce approximately equal or uniformly decreasing
penetration.

DLstance
between
wooden piles,

etc.

Depth to which
wooden piles

may be
driven, etc.

Proviso.

The distance between wooden piles shall be not less than
twenty-four inches on centres. The tops of all wooden piles

shall be cut at an elevation not higher than grade 5.00, except

that the commissioner may in his discretion permit a higher

point of cut off, but not exceeding grade 9,00 in localities

where the level of the ground water fluctuates with the tidal

variations.

Wooden piles may be driven to a depth not exceeding ten

feet below the ground surface by means of properly designed

followers: provided, that such followers are constructed of

steel or iron, and are equipped with a suitable cast iron or

steel socket which encases the pile head sufficiently to avoid

injury to them during the driving process. Before using

such a follower the pile head shall be cut or trimmed so as to

expose a sound section of timber on which the follower

shall rest. If wooden driving blocks are inserted between
the follower and pile hammer they shall be not more than

twelve inches in height, of hard wood, and shall be replaced

as often as their fibers become ruptured. In case followers

are used, the sustaining value of the pile as determined by
the driving formula shall be reduced twenty-five per cent

unless test loads are applied, in which case the commis-
sioner may allow a higher unit loading not exceeding the

maximum prescribed by this section.

Pre-cast con-
crete piles.

CONCRETE PILES.

Pre-cast Concrete Piles. — Pre-cast concrete piles shall be

properly designed and reinforced to permit handling and
driving without injury. The amount of longitudinal rein-
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forcing employed shall be not less than two per cent nor

more than four per cent, with bands or hoops not less than

one fourth of an inch in diameter and spaced not further

than ten inches. They shall be thoroughly cured before

driving. The diameter or lateral dimension of such a pile

shall be not less than eight inches at the point, and shall

average not less than eleven inches. The length shall not

exceed thirty times the average diameter when the pile is

driven through fill, silt, peat or other material having rela-

tively little lateral stiffness, to ledge or hardpan, or when it

derives its value from embedment of less than one twelfth

its length in approved soil, nor forty times the average

diameter in any case. When driven to ledge or hardpan the

allowable load on any such pile shall not exceed four hundred

pounds per square inch on the concrete at the average cross

section, and six thousand pounds per square inch on the

longitudinal reinforcement.

All pre-cast concrete piles shall be protected against damage Cushion cap,

in driving by the use of a suitable cushion cap of approved
^

design, and when driven to ledge shall be provided with a

metal shoe having ample bearing surface.

Cast in Place Concrete Piles. — Concrete piles cast in Cast in place

place shall be so made and placed as to insure the exclusion
'^^^'^

« p
es.

of any foreign matter, and to secure a perfect full sized

shape, and shall be spaced at least three feet, centre to

centre, and more if the commissioner so decides. The
average diameter of any such pile in place shall be not less

than eleven inches, and the diameter of the tip shall be not

less than eight inches. The length shall not exceed thirty

times the average diameter when the pile is driven through

fill, silt, peat or other material having relatively little lateral

stiffness, to ledge or hardpan, or when it derives its value

from embedment of less than one twelfth its length in ap-

proved soil, nor forty times the average diameter in any
case. When driven to ledge or hardpan the allowable load

on any such pile shall not exceed four hundred pounds per

square inch on the concrete at the average section.

General Provisions. — Metal tubes five sixteenths of an General provi-

inch thick or less, remaining in the ground, shall not be con- Certain metai
.

, ,
.

J, ,
"

rn. 1
• 1 I • c tubes not to be

sidered as remrorcement. i o be considered as reinrorce- considered as

ment, all steel rods shall be embedded in and covered by etc"
*"^*'®™^° '

three inches of concrete.

The safe load for all concrete piles not driven to ledge Safe load for

shall be determined by the commissioner, who may, if he piles, how
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determined. decms it nccessary, require one or more tests of the same to

be made at the expense of the owner of the proposed building

or structure, or of the party causing the piles to be driven,

but the commissioner shall not allow a greater load than

one half of the test load giving three eighths inch total settle-

ment, such total settlement to remain constant for a period

of twenty-four hours, nor shall the prescribed unit stresses

be exceeded. Such tests shall be made under the supervision

of the commissioner, and the results shall be filed in his

office. No concrete pile shall be allowed a greater load

than thirty tons in any case.

Load testa, All load tcsts shall be conducted in accordance with
how conducted, ,,. ij1i,i •• i,i.
etc. regulations promulgated by the commissioner and to his

satisfaction, but in the absence of such regulations all load

tests shall be in accordance with regulations formulated by
the commissioner, and to his satisfaction, but in the absence

of such regulations, they shall be continued until at least

twice the working load allowed has been put upon the pile,

and an accurate record shall be kept, to the nearest one

sixteenth inch of settlement for and after each increment

of load has been added. Increments of load shall not exceed

ten thousand pounds each, and at least eight hours shall

elapse between the addition of successive increments. Test

loads shall be applied at capping grade.

TOnirete'for
"^11 coHcrcte for coucrctc piles shall be mixed in the pro-

piies. portion of one part Portland cement to not more than six

parts of aggregate, and with a sufficient amount of water to

produce a plastic or viscous consistency.

Concrete piles Concretc pllcs shall be capped with concrete masonry
to be capped, ^ -^ ^

etc. only.

CELLARS— RAT-PROOFING.

1907. 550, § 22, SECTION 10. Said chapter five hundred and fifty is

hereby further amended by striking out section twenty-two

and substituting the following: — Section 22. — Cellars. —
Protection from fhc Cellar of cvcry building, where the grade or nature of

the ground so requires, shall be sufficiently protected from

water and damp by a bed at least two inches thick over the

whole, of concrete, cement and gravel, tar and gravel, or

asphalt, or by bricks laid in cement. No cellar or basement

floor of any building shall be constructed below the grade of

twelve feet above mean low water, unless such cellar is

made waterproof. All metal foundations and all structural

metal work underground shall be protected from dampness

amended.

Cellars
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by concrete, waterproofed where necessary, or by other

material approved by the commissioner.

Rat-Proofing. — The cellar of every building hereafter Rat-prooSng.

erected within the building limits shall be made rat-proof

by the use of masonry or metal. All openings in foundations,

cellars and basements in such buildings, except for doors

and hatchways, and except also for such windows wholly

above ground as may be exempted by the commissioner in

his discretion, shall be completely covered with screens of

metal having meshes of not more than one half of an inch in

least dimension and constructed of rods or wire of not less

than twenty gauge.

THICKNESS OF WALLS.

Section 1 1 . Said chapter five hundred and fifty is i907, 550, § 23.

hereby further amended by striking out section twenty-
^^'''^®'^-

three and substituting the following: — Section 23. — For Basement waii.

the purposes of this section a basement wall shall be con- stmed!"

strued to include any exterior wall between the ground and
the first floor, and any party, fire and bearing walls from the

top of foundations to the first floor.

The thickness of masonry walls shall be in all cases, irre- Thickness of

spective of the requirements of this section, sufiicient to "^° '^^

keep the stresses in the masonry within the working stresses

prescribed by this act.

For single family dwellings not over three stories high
^fg^^fo^^

°^

with wooden floor beams spanning not more than fifteen dwellings not
ov6r tfirGG

feet, all exterior, party, bearing or fire walls shall be not less stories high,

than twelve inches thick for basement walls and eight inches

thick above the basement: provided, however, that the ends Proviso,

of floor timbers on opposite sides of a wall in such buildings

shall not be nearer than eight inches to each other.

For dwellings not over three stories high with floors

spanning not more than twenty feet, all exterior walls shall

be not less than twelve inches thick for basement walls and
eight inches thick above the basement, and all party, fire,

and bearing walls shall be not less than twelve inches thick.

In case any part of such a building is adapted for any use

other than habitation, all walls surrounding that part of the

building shall be not less than twelve inches thick.

For all other residences and for hotels, lodging houses, Thickness of

boarding houses, clubs, convents, hospitals, asylums and other residences

detention buildings, all exterior, party, fire and bearing walls ^dging^^houses.
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above foundations shall have the following minimum thick-

ness in inches: —

Stories.
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For the purposes of this section any balcony or mezzanine ^akony^or

„jor of more than ten feet span shall be considered as forming flo^v^et^c^.^

a story in fixing the thickness of the walls which support it. forming a

floor of more than ten feet span shall be considered as torming flo°r^.^et^c^^

^
story in fixing the thickness of the walls which support it. forming a

In reckoning the thickness of walls, ashlar shall not be
f„°^^g;^oning

considered unless the walls are at least sixteen inches thick thickness ^

and the ashlar is at least eight inches thick, or unless alternate n°'J°jt.e ^n-

courses are at least four and eight inches to allow bonding

with the backing. Ashlar shall be held by metal clamps to

the backing or be properly bonded to the same.

Non-bearing walls not used for fire or party walls may be ™^^ness^of

four inches less in thickness than is required by the preceding waiis.

tables; and such walls supporting stairs or stair landings

may be eight inches less: provided, hoicever, that no such ^°^'s°-

non-bearing or stair wall shall be less than eight inches

thick nor have a greater height unstayed laterally than

thirty times its thickness, except with the approval of the

commissioner.

Curtain walls between columns, buttresses or projecting ™';H°e^«jf
_

piers may be thinner than is required by the preceding etc'

tables: provided, however, that in single family houses not Proviso,

over three stories high such curtain walls shall be not less

than four inches thick, and in all other buildings such curtain

walls shall be not less than twelve inches thick for fire or

party walls nor less than eight inches thick for exterior

walls, except that the parts between the top of one window

opening and the bottom of the window opening above, if

faced with metal, shall be backed by at least four inches of

incombustible material. No curtain wall exceeding twenty

feet in length shall have a greater height unstayed laterally

than thirty times its thickness.

Hollow block walls shall have the same minimum thickness Thickn^s o^

as is required for brick walls, but shall not be used for bear- waiis, con-

ing walls in buildings over four stories high. Solid unrein-
'"^^^''^ ^•

forced concrete walls shall have the same minimum thickness

as required for brick walls. Reinforced concrete walls shall

be of the thickness and construction required by the com-

missioner, subject to the requirements of section fifteen.

BRICKWORK — BONDING.

Section 12. Said chapter five hundred and fifty is loo:, sso, § 25,

hereby further amended by striking out section twenty-five
^™^" *"

and substituting the following: — Section 25. — Every eighth bonS""^
~

course, at least, of a brick wall shall be a full heading or
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bonding course, except where walls are faced wuth face

brick, in which case in every eighth course at least every

other brick shall be a full header. No diagonal header ties

shall be used.

In a skeleton frame building brick facing of not more than
four inches in thickness may be bonded to the frame by
metal ties if other suitable precautions satisfactory to the

commissioner are taken. Such ties shall be of galvanized

wire or other suitable material satisfactory to him.

1907. 550, § 32,

etc., amended.

Fire protection.

Concrete.

Terra cotta.

Brickwork.

Other materials
or forms of
construction.

FIRE PROTECTION.

Section 13. Said chapter five hundred and fifty as

amended in section thirty-two by section five of chapter

seven hundred and eighty-two of the acts of nineteen hun-
dred and fourteen is hereby further amended by striking out
said section thirty-two and substituting the following:—
Section 32. — All structural metal supporting or forming

part of the frame, floors, roof or columns of any building,

except as otherwise exempted in this act, shall be protected

against the effect of heat.

Protection shall consist of:

(o) Concrete. — Cast in forms around and in direct con-

tact with the structural members and reinforced with iron

or clamps or hangers or with wires in such a manner as to

form a thorough bond. Concrete filling may be deemed pro-

tection for the upper flanges where arch construction is

used;

(6) Terra Cotta. — Clamped in place with steel clamps or

wrapped securely with number twelve galvanized iron wire

or metal lath in such manner as to hold each block in place,

set in mortar no poorer than one part natural cement and

two parts sand and (except where arches abut) plastered

with the same mortar at least one half inch thick, and at

least thick enough to make the entire protection as thick as

required in paragraph three. Terra cotta blocks may be

hollow but each face shall be solid, and no shell or web
shall be less than three quarter inches thick;

(c) Brickwork. — Set in cement mortar;

{d) Any material or form of construction that will resist

the action of flames and a heat of seventeen hundred degrees

Fahrenheit for at least two hours without raising the temper-

ature of the material to be protected above five hundred

and fifty degrees Fahrenheit, through a thickness of two
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inches, as determined by fire and water tests for fireproofing

construction adopted by the American Society for Testing

Materials.

This protection shall be, unless it is otherwise provided
materfalfiSid

herein, at least three quarter inches thick and at least of the
[H^f^^

p™-

thickness named in the following table:—

On columns carrying masonry walls :
—

One and one half inches against the edges of flanges

;

Four inches elsewhere.

On columns carrying floors or roofs or both :
—

One and one half inches against the edges of flanges;

Three inches elsewhere.

On beams, girders or trusses carrying masonry walls:—
One inch on top;

Two inches elsewhere.

On beams, girders, or trusses carrying floors or roofs or both: —
One inch on top;

One and one half inches elsewhere.

On beams deeper than fifteen inches or having a flange width of

more than seven and one half inches :
—

One inch on top;

Two inches elsewhere.

On lugs, brackets, braces and similar minor construction members
and beyond the tips of rivets :

—
Three quarters of an inch.

About isolated columns on the exterior of buildings, the

thickness of protection may be reduced to one inch, when
the same is covered with an outer shell of cast iron or steel.

Plaster on metal lath shall not be considered as a fire Piaster on

protection for steel or iron structural members, except that to^be <»n-
"°*

where suspended ceilings of metal lath and plaster leave not tectfon in"^ ce?-°'

less than one inch of air space against the protective covering *^" ''^^' ®*''-

of such structural member, the protective covering may be
one inch in thickness.

Metal lath and plaster used for the requirements of this Thickness of

section shall have a total thickness, not counting clinches, piaster, etc.

of not less than three quarters of an inch.

No pipes, wires, cables or other material shall be embedded No pipes, etc

in the required fireproofing of columns or other structural of columns, etc.

members.
The above requirements as to fire protection shall not Requirements

1 • J.U J? 11 • not to apply
apply m the rollOWmg cases: in certain cases.

(a) Structural metal in second or third class buildings in

any case in which wood without fire protection would be
permissible under this act.
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Protection for

steel and iron
work in

buildings being
altered, etc.

Guards to be
applied to
protective
material, etc.

Parts of
certain
buildings to be
firestopped, etc.

(b) Structural metal which faces on enclosed spaces that
are strutted up or hung down from floors or roofs where the
tops, bottoms and walls or partitions of such spaces are pro-
tected against fire on the outer side, as required elsewhere in

this act.

(c) Lintel angles under stone or brick unless over ten
feet span.

(d) Buildings built in whole or in part of a better class of

construction than is required by this act shall be required

to have only such protection for structural metal as would
be required in a building of the type that would be allowed
in the given case.

(e) Metal work in a non-bearing partition, and for furrings

and metal used only to support finish or equipment, and for

metal of stair construction, suspension rods for balconies,

steel work of theatre stages, fly galleries and rigging lofts.

(/) Metal, other than columns, carrying no other loads

than roof loads (without roof gardens), ceilings, or suspended
balconies not over eight feet wide. When a suspended ceiling

is used it shall be of metal lath and plaster with all hanging
rods, ties, stiffening, and the like, of metal.

In work in connection with alterations of existing buildings,

the character and amount of protection for steel and iron

work shall be made satisfactory to the commissioner.

Whenever any protective material or structural metal is,

in the opinion of the commissioner, liable to injury by trucks

or merchandise, wood or metal guards shall be applied as

he may require.

In buildings of third class construction the exterior walls

at each floor level, and all spaces between joists over girders

and bearing partitions, and from plate to roof boarding, shall

be firestopped with masonry or metal.

In buildings of second class construction spaces between

strap furring on brick walls shall be filled for a distance of

five inches below and five inches above the floor beams with

mortar, and all spaces between joists over girders and bear-

ing partitions, and from plate to roof boarding shall be fire-

stopped with masonry not less than four inches thick.

In buildings of second or third class construction spaces

between rafters, over furring enclosing spaces under the

roof, shall be firestopped with wood or metal, and spaces

between stringers of stairs and joists of landings, unless

stairs are unceiled or of incombustible materials, shall be
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firestopped with masonry or metal or not less than seven

eighths of an inch of wood, at least twice in each flight of

stairs. All spaces around chimneys shall be thoroughly

firestopped with sheet metal, metal lath and plaster, or

masonry.

Firestopping shall completely fill all openings where it is

applied; all chases or enclosures for pipes shall be firestopped

adjacent to other required firestopping and by the same
materials, except that metal lath and plaster may be used.

No building operations shall be permitted which will

create unnecessary permanent spaces where rats will find

refuge from their enemies and breed.

In every building of second or third class construction

each floor shall be thoroughly stopped by a continuous layer

of asbestos fabric, magneso calcite or other fire-resisting

material approved by the commissioner.

Furnaces and Smoke Pipes. — The tops of all heating Furnaces and

furnaces and smoke pipes shall be at least one foot below the

nearest wooden beams or ceilings. All ceilings immediately

over a furnace or boiler, and for six feet on each side thereof,

and all ceilings over indirect radiators shall, except under

fireproof floors, be metal-lathed and plastered.

Register Boxes. — All hot-air register boxes in the floors Register boxes,

or partitions of buildings shall be set in soapstone or equally

fireproof borders and not less than two inches in width, shall

be made of tin plate, and shall have double pipes and boxes

properly fitted to the soapstone. Hot-air pipes and register

boxes shall be at least one inch from any woodwork, and
register boxes shall be fifteen inches by twenty-five inches or

larger, and their connecting pipes shall be two inches from

any woodwork. If indirect hot water or indirect steam heat

is used, the commissioner may modify or dispense with the

foregoing requirements.

Vent and Svioke Pipes. — All vent or smoke pipes for vent and

stoves, furnaces or heaters, not including gas stoves, here-
^^° ^ ^^^^^'

after installed shall be placed not nearer than twelve inches

to any lath, plaster or board partition, ceiling or woodwork.
Where such pipes pass through a lath and plaster or board

partition, they shall be protected by ventilated metal collars

at least six inches larger in diameter th'an the pipe. Where
such pipes enter the chimney, the opening into the same
shall be protected by a metal collar built at least four inches

into the brickwork of the chimney. No such pipe shall pass
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through the roof or exterior wall of any building. Such
pipes when within eighteen inches of a ceiling shall be pro-

tected by having the ceiling over them, and at least two
feet wide, wire-lathed and plastered, or by having a shield

of metal of the same width hung from the floor timbers, and
at least six inches distant therefrom. Vent pipes to gas
stoves, if placed nearer than three inches to any woodwork
or lath and plaster partition, shall be protected with in-

combustible material.

1907. 550. § 33,

amended.

Fireproof
partitions.

Brick.

Concrete.

Cinder con-
crete.

Hollow terra
cotta blocks.

Hollov/ concrete
blocks.

Blocks con-
sisting of

gypsum, etc.

Metal lath. etc.

Other materials
or forms of

construction.

FIKEPROOF PARTITIONS.

Section 14. Said chapter five hundred and fifty is

hereby further amended by striking out section thirty-three

and substituting the following: — Section 33. — Except as is

otherwise provided in this section, partitions in buildings of

first class construction shall be constructed of the materials

and in the manner herein specified :
—

(a) Brick in cement mortar;

(6) Concrete, consisting of one part Portland cement and
not more than three parts of sand and six parts of stone or

gravel, not less than three inches thick if properly reinforced

with steel, nor less than four inches thick otherwise;

(c) Cinder concrete, consisting of one part Portland

cement and not more than three parts of sand and six parts

of cinders, not less than four inches thick if properly rein-

forced with steel, nor less than five inches thick otherwise;

{d) Hollow terra cotta blocks, laid in cement mortar, not

less than three inches thick;

(e) Hollow concrete blocks, of either stone or cinder con-

crete, laid in cement mortar, not less than three inches

thick;

(/) Solid or hollow blocks consisting of gypsum containing

not more than twenty-five per cent by weight of cinders,

asbestos fiber, wood chips or vegetable fiber, laid in gypsum
plaster or cement mortar tempered with lime, not less than

three inches thick;

{g) Metal lath on a steel studding covered with Portland

cement mortar or gypsum plaster, of a finished thickness of

not less than two inches in the case of solid partitions, nor

less than three inches in the case of hollow partitions; or

{h) Any material or form of construction that may be

approved by the commissioner if conforming to the require-
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ments of the fire test hereinafter prescribed. But nothing in

this section shall prevent the erection, in the discretion of

the commissioner, of partitions of pressed metal and glass or

of temporary partitions of wood and glass within rooms or

spaces enclosed by fireproof partitions or walls.

The thicknesses as above prescribed are for partitions up

to fifteen feet in height, and they shall be increased in thick-

ness one inch for every additional eight feet or fraction

thereof. If partitions are not plastered on both sides, the

thicknesses shall be one inch greater than those above

specified.

Construction. — Unless built as approved masonry walls,
^{°g^*'"'^^f°"

partitions in fireproof buildings shall be independently sup- partitions.

ported at each floor. They shall be keyed, or otherwise

securely fastened to the ceilings, and, when necessary, shall

be stiffened with suitable steel uprights securely fastened to

floor and ceiling. Partitions enclosing hallways or toilet

rooms and other permanent partitions shall not rest on wood
flooring but shall start on the fireproof construction of the

floor. In the upper story, where there is a space between

the ceiling of the top floor and the roof, partitions need not

extend above the ceiling.

Tests of Fireproof Partitions. — In testing the fireproof
J^^^

°^ ^""^

qualities of any partition construction, a vertical panel not partitions.

less than fourteen feet long and nine feet high shall be sub-

jected to a continuous fire for not less than one hour at an

average temperature of seventeen hundred degrees Fahren-

heit, during the latter half hour, followed by an application

for not less than two and one half minutes of a hose stream

from a one and one eighth inch nozzle at thirty pounds

nozzle pressure, without the passage of flame during the

test.

TIMBERS IN WALLS OF SECOND CLASS BUILDINGS.

Section 15. Said chapter five hundred and fifty is i907, 550, § 34,

hereby further amended by striking out section thirty-four

and substituting the following: — Section 34- — The ends Timbers in

of all wooden floor or roof timbers in second class buildings class buildings.

shall enter the wall to a depth of at least four inches; and
the ends of all such beams shall be so shaped or arranged

that in case of fire they may fall without injury to the wall.
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1907. 550, § 36,

etc., amended.

Dead loads.

LOADS.

Section 16. Said chapter five hundred and fifty, as

amended in section thirty-six by chapter five hundred and
ninety-five of the acts of nineteen hundred and fourteen, is

hereby further amended by striking out said section thirty-

six and substituting the following: — Section 36. — Dead
loads shall consist of the weight of walls, floors, roofs, and
permanent partitions. The weights of various materials

shall be assumed as follows:

Pounds fjer

Cubic Foot.

Beech, 42
Birch, 42
Brickwork, 120
Concrete, cinder, structural, 108
Concrete, cinder, floor filling, 96
Concrete, stone, . 144
Douglas fir, 36
Granite, 168
Granolithic surface, 144
Limestone, 150
Maple, 42
Marble, 168
Oak, 48
Pine, southern yellow, 42
Sandstone, 144
Spruce, 30
Terra cotta, architectural, voids unfilled, 72
Terra cotta, architectural, voids filled, 120

Gravel or slag and felt roofing,

Plastering on metal lath, exclusive of furring,

Pounds per
Square Foot.

6

Live loads.

Loads to be
supported by
floors and
stairs, etc.

Live loads shall include all loads except dead loads. Every
permit shall state the purpose for which the building is to

be used, and all floors and stairs shall be of sufficient strength

to bear safely the weight to be imposed thereon in addition

to the dead load, but shall safely support a minimum uni-

formly distributed live load per square foot as specified in

the following table:
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Class op Building.
Pounds per
Square Foot.

Armories, assembly halls, and gymnasiums, 100

Fire houses: —
Apparatus floors, . . ......... 150

Residence and stable floors, 50

Garages, private, not more than two cars, ...... 75

Garages, public,
t

150

Grandstands 100

Hotels, lodging houses, boarding houses, clubs, convents, hospitals,

asylums and detention buildings: —
Public portions 100

Residence portions, 50

Manufacturing, heavy, 250

Manufacturing, light, 125

OflSce buildings: —
First floor 125

All other floors 75

Public buildings: —
PubUc portions, 100

OflSce portions, 75

Residence buildings, including porches, 50

Schools and colleges: —
Assembly halls, ... ........ 100

Class rooms never to be used as assembly halls, .... 50

Sidewalks, 250

(Or eight thousand pounds concentrated, whichever gives the larger

moment or shear.)

Stables, public or mercantile: —
Street entrance floors, 150

Feed room, 150
Carriage room, 50

Stall room 50

Stairs, corridors, and fire escapes from armories, assembly halls and 100

gymnasiums.
Stairs, corridors, and fire escapes except from armories, assembly halls 75

and gymnasiums.

Storage, heavy ' 250

Storage, light 125

Stores, retail, 125

Stores, wholesale, . . ......... 250

The commissioner may require design for heavier loads Commissioner

than the above minimum values if, in his judgment, the dlsfgn^o""^^

purpose of the building or vibrating machinery requires it.
^^^^ler loads.

For buildings or structures not included in the above table,

the commissioner shall establish allowable live loads.

The commissioner may prescribe the maximum loads

which may be imposed upon the floors of existing buildings.
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Permits for
ehange in the
use of build-
ings, etc.

Safe live load
for floors of

business build-
ings to be
marked on
metal plates
and affixed by
owner of build-
ing, etc.

Floor live loads
for parts of
structure may
be reduced, etc.

No use or occupation of a building or part of a building

for a purpose other than that for which it is designed to be
used, as set forth in the permit upon which it was erected,

and no change in the use or occupation of a building or part

thereof which will increase the floor load beyond the capacity

prescribed for such use and occupation shall be made unless,

upon application therefor, the commissioner shall issue a
permit on condition that the proposed use will not endanger
the safety of the building or the health or the safety of the

occupants thereof.

Before any building hereafter erected is occupied, in whole
or in part, as a business building, and before any building

already erected but not previously occupied as a business

building, is occupied or used, in whole or in part, for that

purpose, and whenever, for any reason, the commissioner

shall prescribe the load for an existing building or part

thereof, the safe live load for each floor, or portion of each

floor as approved by the commissioner, shall be marked on
metal plates, of character approved by him, which shall be

supplied and securely affixed by the owner of the building

in a conspicuous place in the story to which they relate. It

shall be the duty of the occupants of the building to main-

tain such plates during their occupancy, and the owner of

the building or his agent shall cause the same to be properly

affixed with each change of occupancy. No person shall

place or cause or permit to be placed on any floor of any
building any greater load than the approved safe load.

Every plank, slab and arch, and every floor beam carrying

one hundred square feet of floor or less, shall be of sufficient

strength to bear safely the combined dead and live load

supported by it, but the floor live loads may be reduced for

other parts of the structure as follows :
—

In all buildings except armories, garages, gymnasiums,

storage buildings, wholesale stores, and assembly halls, for

all flat slabs of over one hundred square feet area, reinforced

in two or more directions and for all floor beams, girders, or

trusses carrying over one hundred square feet of floor, ten

per cent reduction.

For the same, but carrying over two hundred square feet

of floor, fifteen per cent reduction.

For the same, but carrying over three hundred square feet

of floor, twenty-five per cent reduction.

These reductions shall not be made if the member carries

more than one floor and therefore has its live load reduced

according to the table below.
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In public garages, for all flat slabs of over three hundred
square feet area reinforced in more than one direction, and
for all floor beams, girders and trusses carrying over three

hundred square feet of floor, and for all columns, walls, piers,

and foundations, twenty-five per cent reduction.

In all buildings except storage buildings, wholesale stores,

and public garages, for all columns, girders, trusses, walls,

piers, and foundations.

Carrying one floor,

Carrjang two floors,

Carrying three floors,

Carrying four floors,

Carrying five floors,

Carrying six floors or more,

No reduction.

Twenty-five per cent reduction.

Forty per cent reduction.

Fifty per cent reduction.

Fifty-five per cent reduction.

Sixty per cent reduction.

Roofs shall be designed to support safely minimum live Minimum live

1 1 i> 11 loads to be
loads as lOllOWS : supported

Roofs with pitch of four inches or less per foot, a vertical
^^^^'^ ^^ ^^^^'

load of forty pounds per square foot of horizontal projection

applied either to half or to the whole of the roof.

Roofs with pitch of more than four inches and not more
than eight inches per foot, a vertical load of fifteen pounds
per square foot of horizontal projection and a wind load of

ten pounds per square foot of surface acting at right angles

to one slope, these two loads being assumed to act either

together or separately.

Roofs with pitch of more than eight inches and not more
than twelve inches per foot, a vertical load of ten pounds
per square foot of horizontal projection and a wind load of

fifteen pounds per square foot of surface acting at right

angles to one slope, these two loads being assumed to act

either together or separately.

Roofs with pitch of more than twelve inches per foot, a

vertical load of five pounds per square foot of horizontal

projection and a wind load of twenty pounds per square foot

of surface acting at right angles to one slope, these two
loads being assumed to act either together or separately.

All buildings and structures shall be calculated to resist Buildings and
(. , i

• 1 p PI structures to
a pressure per square toot on any vertical suriace as lol- be calculated to

lr,w<5 •
''^^'^*' certain

iuwa. pressures, etc.

For forty feet in height, Ten pounds.
Portions from forty to eighty feet above ground, . Fifteen pounds.
Portions more than eighty feet above ground, . Twenty pnjunds.
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Additional
bracing to
supply de-
ficiency in

resisting
moment, etc.

But the commissioner may require a building or structure

to be designed for larger pressure than the pressures given

in the table, if, in his judgment, the exposure requires it.

If the resisting moments of the materials of construction

are not sufficient to resist the moment of distortion due to

wind pressure without exceeding the stresses allowed in this

act, additional bracing shall be introduced to supply the

deficiency in the moment.

1907, 550, § S9,

etc., amended.

Wooden build-
ings.

Foundations.

Underpinning.

Framing.

Wall-girts.

Studs.

"Solid cor-
ners," posts,
wall spaces,
etc.

WOODEN BUILDINGS.

Section 17. Said chapter five hundred and fifty as

amended in section thirty-nine by section seven of chapter

seven hundred and eighty-two of the acts of nineteen hun-

dred and fourteen is hereby further amended by striking out

said section thirty-nine and substituting the following: —
Section 39. — Foundations. — Every wooden building here-

after erected or enlarged, outside of the building limits, shall

have a foundation of rubble, block granite or brick or con-

crete, carried up to the surface of the ground, and no round

or boulder stone shall be used. Every such foundation, if

of brick or concrete, shall be at least twelve inches thick, and
if of granite shall be at least eighteen inches thick, and if of

rubble shall be at least twenty inches thick, and shall be

laid at least four feet below any surface exposed to frost and
upon the solid ground or upon piles properly spaced.

Underpinning, — Every such wooden building hereafter

erected or enlarged, the sills of which do not rest directly upon

a foundation as above described but on an underpinning,

shall have such underpinning made of brick, stone or con-

crete, and the underpinning, if of brick or concrete, shall

be at least twelve inches thick, and if of stone shall be at

least sixteen inches thick.

Framing. — Every wooden building hereafter erected or

enlarged shall have all its parts of sufficient strength for

their purposes; shall be built with wall-girts not smaller

than four by six spruce or fir, or four by four hard pine, or

with ledger boards; shall have no studs more than twenty

inches on centres for buildings more than one story high,

with all angles between partitions, or between partitions and

walls, blocked strongly, giving what is known as "solid

corners"; shall have every post securely braced; shall have

wall spaces back of all ledger boards tightly filled with at
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least two inch furring cut in between studs; and shall have Framing to be

all framing securely nailed or framed or ironed together.

Where no exterior wall boarding is used ledger boards shall ^ong^'to apply

not be used, and wall girts shall be framed to posts and
^e^fjf^aif''"

pinned. Braces shall repeat in each story and shall not be
^^^J'^'Ji^'^

smaller than three inch studding.

Approved May 29, 1918.

An Act relative to the planting and cultivating of Chav-^^^
CLAMS and QUAHAUGS IN THE TOWN OF FAIRHAVEN.

Be it enacted, etc., as follows:

Section 1. The selectmen of the town of Fairhaven, Planting and
1 .,• 1j.i*ii J.T i? U cultivating of

may, by a wntnig under their hands, grant a license tor sucn ciams and

a term of years, not exceeding ten, as in their discretion town^of^Fa"r-

they may deem for the public good, to any citizen of the
|-cens"ed^^^

^^

town, to plant, cultivate and dig clams and quahaugs upon
and in any flats and creeks in the town between mean high

and mean low water mark, not, however, impairing the

private rights of any person. The territory covered by any
such license shall not exceed two acres for each clam or

ciuahaug grant. • The license may be assigned by the licensee Assignment of

to any person who is a citizen of the town, but only with
'*'*'°®''-

the written consent of the selectmen. The said licenses shall

be granted only to persons who intend in good faith to

plant, cultivate and dig clams or quahaugs. The town may Town may

make, from time to time, such by-laws, consistent with the Sc.
^ ^

^^^'

laws of the commonwealth, as it may deem expedient to

protect and preserve the shell fisheries within the town.

Section 2. The licenses herein provided for shall not Granting of

be granted if their exercise would materially obstruct navi-

gable waters. No license shall be granted under this act

until after a public hearing, notice of which shall have been

given by posting in three or more public places in the town
at least ten days before the hearing. The notice shall state

the date of the hearing, the name and residence of the appli-

cant, the date of the filing of the application, and the loca-

tion, area and description of the grounds applied for.

Section 3. The license shall describe by metes and
freeL'^tlfbo

bounds the flats and creeks appropriated by it, and shall be described, etc.

recorded by the town clerk before it shall have any force;

and the licensee shall pay into the town treasury two dollars,

and to the town clerk fifty cents.


